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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study is to review past attempts at developing

northern Manitoba and then to offer an alternative. It r,tas seen that past

attempÈs were short-term Ín nature and that a more long-term and integrated

approach rnras in order. To this end an industrial complex analysis was

introduced. Literature pertainíng to this type of analysis r¿as revíewed,

and prospects related to the case i'n point were abstracted. In consequence

a hypothetical industrial complex based on mineral productj-on was opera-

tionalized. As part of this, consideration \,¡as given Ëo transportation

costs. The result of thís v/as a tentative síte for the hypothetical com-

plex was chosen, that being Snow Lake

Fina11y, several shortcomíngs of the study were identified, follov¡ed

by a discussion on the various policy irnplicatíons that stemmed from the

s tudy.



PREAMBLE

Thís study is concerned with the issue of regíonal economic

development ín northern Manítoba. In partícular its Purpóse is to

identífy a set of industries, that is, an industrial complex which

v¡ou1d be the most economically feasíble for this region of ínterest.

To thÍs end, industrial complex analysís ís applied, which is to say,

a body of location theory and organizaliona1- methods are combined in a

regional development role. An industrial complex can be defíned as a

set of economically linked indusËríes which are also geographically

associated.

One may question thís approach for development when other

seemingly feasible alLernatíves exist, such as tourísm, primary mineral

extraction, and hydro-energy development. Indeed these alternatives

may be simpler in terms of planning and may also be less expensive.

Expanding mínera1 production, for example, is merely an instance of

planning "incrementalism". However, it is the opinion of this author

that the potential benefíts of these alternatives are much less Ëhan

Èhe proposed indusÈria1 complex. This follows from the assertíon that a

semi-auÊonomous complex wí1l have fewer leakages from the region since

most of the income effects will be re-spent r,¿íthin the complex system.

This r,¡ould be much less 1ike1y to occur, however,I^uith single activít.y

development projects which depend on imports of most of their necessary

ínputs and thereby suffer extensive leakage penalties. However, if

most of the requirements of an índustrial complex domesËic Ëo Èhe



ïegion are produced \,iithín that complex, then obviously leakages will

be of much smaller magnitude, Thus an industrial eomplex has this

major advantage over other planning instruments.

The study will begin wíth an introduction to the northern

Manitoba area. In this section the region will be defined and past

development attempts will be reviewed and their inadequacies high-

lighted, if albeit briefly.

Chapter 2 wiLI review liËerature pertaining to industríal complex

analysís. Two types of literature will be discussed, those works that

are largely analytical and those that focus on determination of indus-

trial complexes in underdeveloped areas. Both are of equal ímporEance

to this study although Èhe latter has more direct relevance to the study

region.

Chapter 3 wí1l discuss mineral production. Varíous aspects of

mineral production are to be covered such as its stages (i.e. míning,

rni11ing, smelting and refíning), Ínputs and outputs, by-products and

market condit.ions. Fina11y, Èhis chapter wíll attempt to relate the

above debate to Ëhe northern Manitoba situation.

Chapter 4 involves Ëhe construction and location of the industrial

complex. Three basic steps are involved in its construction. The

first is Ëo find those activities that have a high degree of economic

association by means of an analysis of línkage coefficients. 0f those

actívities with a high degree of economic linkage, a subset is

selected which have great income benefets to the region (using an

íncome multiplier analysis) and which have great employment benefíts

(by utilizíng an employment nultiplíer analysis). Thus, those



activities rTith high economíc linkages and high income or employment

mulripliers are included in the complex.

Also in Chapter 4, a símple location aspect is íntroduced for

the índustrial complex. Many factors would have been used in deter-

mining Ëhe site, including capítal avaílabi1ity, labour availability,

as well as infrastructure developmenÈ. However, the only critería

used in this study is that of least transportation cosLs. The reason

for this is simply that data is difficult to obtain for such things as

capital or labour availability. Gíven this circumstance, transportation

cost is the only factor taken into consideration in locating the

industrial complex. The ramífication of this, of course, is that the

site can only be seen as a suggestion since other elements must be

dealt r,ríth in any real planning sense.

In summary., this study will apply a three-pronged thrust,

namely, it will revievr past attempts at development in northern

Manitoba, liËerature pertaining to Industrial Complex Analysis, and

the existing naÈure of mineral productíon in northern Manitoba.

Having done this, an industríal complex is Ëo be constructed on the

basis of strong economic linkages and sÈrong income and employment

multipliers. Finally, a site ¡,ril1 be located for the complex on Ëhe

basis of cheap transportatíon costs. The outcome of this study is a

detailed appraisal of activiÈies suitable for a northern Manitoba

industrial base along r¿iÈh a tentative suggestion of a preliminary

site for such an activiËy.



CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Depending on the criteria used; thaÈ Ís, population densíËy,

extent of transportation linkages and. communications for instance,

Ëhere are several definitions of r¿hat is the Northern Manitoban area.

This study, in attempting Ëo be as comprehensible as possible, will

'adopt the following defini-tion:

. . , fhat part of the province which lies north of a line
dravm along Ëhe course of the Saskatchewan River from the
triestern boundary to Lake L{innipeg, thence south-east around
the north and east shores of that lake to the mouth of the
Winnipeg River, and up the course of that stream t.o the
eastern boundary.l (See Figure 1)

This region ís, to all intents and purposes, an underdeveloped

one, Factors leading to the underdeveloped nature of the Northern

Manitoba economy are complex and interrelated and they combine to make

the region underdeveloped in both an absolute and relative sense.

Relatively, the whole of Northern Manitoba is underdeveloped in

comparison to southern Manitoba whereas, absoluÈe1y, there exists a

state of dualism within the region meaning that there are industrial

centres more advantaged than the isolated, traditíonal communiEies

usually associated wirh the norÈhern environment. This situation,

therefore, complicates development issues ín many vùays. For example,

sËrategies designed for the North may be essential to "mainstream"

horton, w.L., ttNorthern Manitobar', p. 1.
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industrial centres such as Churchill, Thompson and Flin Flon but may

not aË all deal wÍth problems of Ëhe isolated communiÈies; on the

contrary, Èhey may have adverse effects.

However, it can be argued that Ëhe major obstacle against

Northern development has been geographíc isolation which not only

affects corununication and transportation, but

...has been a barrier to the learning skills and atti-
tudes requíred to take full advantage of Èhe options
offered íir the nev¡ conmunities.z

Other obstacles menËioned in a report presented Ëo the commíssion

of Northern Affairs are listed as follows:

1. resistance to change by both publíc as well as civil
servants

2. .physical conditions of the North which complícate and
retard communication among the people

3. the language and cult.ural barrier
4. lack of development opportunities
5. lack of a team support. systemr

In addition to these are the kind of institutional problems noted

by Brewis, problems stemming from government intervention itself.

Bureaucratíc procedures have often resulÊed in lack of clarity and

incongruenl policy frameworks which have emerged in disjointed

programs of limíted success. An example of this is the Community

DevelopmenË Program which began in 1960. Since it.s inceptíon ít has

gone through several policy changes. For example, in 1963 Ëhe focus

2"Marritoba's Changing Northland", Department of Regional
Economic Expansíon, p. 49.

-̂Campfens, H., "Community Development in Northern Manítoba,
A Research Report PresenÈed to: Commission of Northern Affairs", P. 51.



was on ". . .handi eraft promoËion and development of cooperatives

while in L964 "...the concern was with employment and job training
c

through vocational and opportunity servíces. . . "-

Changes were instituted before existing policy measures could

be fu1ly effective. Cases such as this are not isolated instances.

Reorganizational changes and changes in administrative location also

had ramifícations on the overall nature of planníng, switchíng from

a community developmenL level to an individual level such that attention

focused on social assistance and child welfare etc., before reverting

to a cofiununity development approach. This lack of consistency may

have minimized the chances of suc.cess.

Underlying the programts inadequacy \,/ere its association with'

the l^lelfare Department and lack of government comrnitment.to the North.

Research carried out by Hubert Campfens and presented to the commissíon

of Northern Affairs (rshich íncluded a survey carried out in several

Northern communicies), shor¡ed that the government programs r¡/ere short

term "make-worktt in nature offering no economíc or socía1 improvement

and regarded by some conìmunity leaders ". . . essentially as a form of

twelfare-in-disguise' . . . "6

Loans from various sources such as the Province t s ttCommunity

Economic Development Fundil have been very acËíve but are criËicízed,

however,

4c"*pf .rr",
A Research Report

5r¡ia., p.

6_..-lbr-cl ., p.

H., "Community Development in Northern Manitoba,
Presented to: Commission of Northern Affairsr" p. 51.

25.

27.
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. . . for pursuing prirnarily a po1ícy that is geared to
individual entrepreneurs rather than collective economic
ventures that appear more practical for Northern Community
Development. /

Finally, Ëhe program r¿as also criticized for an

...absence of any línkage system between the Planning
and Priority Commíttee of Cabinet (P.P.C.C.), or any other
departmental policy-rnaking bodíes and Northern communities..,S

í.e., between both government and community leaders.

One must also account for Federal-Provincial attempts at

Northern development, namely Ëhe Canadian-Manitoban Northlands Agreement,

L976-I9BI, whose broad objecLive is,

a) to íncrease incomes and employment opportunities
throughout Manitoba; to increase opportunities for
people to líve in the area of their choíce with
improved standards of lívíng;

b) Èo encourage socío-economic development in the northern
portion of Manitoba; to províde the people of the area
with real options and opporËuníties to cont.ríbute and
participate in economic development, to continue vrith
their or.rn r¡/ay of life with enhanced pride and purpose
and to participate ín the orderly utilization of natural
t""o,rta"s .9

To achieve these ends, several programs were initiated including

resource and cornrnuniËy development, ínformation and exËensj-on (news-

letters, seminars, etc. to encourage public and community involvement

in the development process), human development services and manpov/er

development services (education and training), community services

programs (roadsr vrater supplies and oËher types of infrasËructure),

and transportation programs. In actuality, dístríbution of funds

were priorized as follo¡¿s:

'or . cit. , p. 29 .

9"Gerr"ral Development Agreement,
Regional Economic Expansíon, p. L7.

Brui¿., p. 51.

Canada fl"ÍaniËobar', Dept. of
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1. Human Development and Community Services--67.I97.
2. Transportation and Communication--25.7%
3. Co-ordination and Pílot Action--3.6%
4. Resources and Community Economic Development**3.6%10

The objective of the fourth-ranking príority was,

...to provide the resources necessary for the assessment,
planning, development and support of resource-based and
oËher opportunities for a community economic development
approach, emphasizing local particÍpation, which is designed
to provide long*term employmenË and increased well being in
communíties on the basis of converging basic human needs
with producËive activity arisíng from the resources of the
region. 11

Two programs were involved in the carryíng ouÈ of the above

objective which rnrere cost shared by DREE (607.) and Manitoba (407!).

These programs rlr.,

Community EconomÍc Planning and Support;

Regional Resource Development Planning.

The former provide funds for:

. . . technical and planning services, management advisory
services, market and feasibility studíes, applied experí-
menËation, daËa collection and resources analysis.12'

Five activities r¡ere involved here. The first vras the Co-operative

Development Strategy whích:

...investigated the possibility of establishing a co-
operaËive financial service in remote norÈhern communitj-es
that would satisfy both communiËy needs and the require-
menËs of the Credit Union Act. 13

Norway House was selected as Èhe experimental site.

The second activiÈy vras a community resource planning and

1.

1o"c"rr"d"-Manitoba

ReporË, p. 6.
11--Ibid., p. 8.

13_. ..-"Ibid., p. 9.

Northlands Agreement, L976-L987", Progress

12rui¿., p. g.
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feasibility analysis which:

...\¡/as designed to undertake data and informâtion gathering,
land use planning, feasíbiliÈy studies, pílot projects and
general assistance related to known and/or potential resource
development possibilities in northein communíties. ra

This involved three sub-activities: (1) Comprehensive Land-Use Planning;

(2) Community Resource Development Feasibilíty Studíes (studied and

experimented r¡ith wild rice development, thermal treaËment of wood

products, a survey of small-scale technology, a portable sav,rmill, and

fish rearing ponds); and (3) CommuníÈy Resource Development ("...consisted

of management assistance to forestry and fisheries undertakings, planning

assj-stance to wildlife development, and ongoing support by Department

1qfield staff. ") --

The third activity was Community Wildlife Management, the fourth,

a Business Management Advisory Service, and finally the fifth, Remote

Economic and Employment ProjecËs ("...designed to increase the level of

small-scale economic development in remote northern communiti.".")16

The second program, Regional Resource Development Planning,

identified, specified and assessed major resource development projects.

The only project iniËiated was a survey and Èhe promotion of

mapping acËivity of the northern area.

Another activíty implemented (but in Ëhe Human DevelopmenÈ

Secror) was the Program Support Services/Economíc Development Servíces

whose íntenË it was to "provide the opportunity to norËhern residents

1L.. '0p. cit. ,

16r¡ta. , p.

15r¡i¿., p. 15.p. 10.

18.
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Èo increase Ëhe degree of 1oca1 ovmership, control, employment and

income ín the norLhern economy. "17 Proj ects focused on various busi-

neSS ventures (e.g. Ërading company, hote1, box factory, consEruction

companies, marketing birchwood for fireplaces, fishing projecËs, motel-

restaurant and poolroom, Ëaxi businessr dry-cleaning, laundromat). A

final activíty worth mentioning in thesame sector \¡/as Northern Corpo-

rate and Community Based Enterprises, which "...provided work

experience for northern residents ín building construction (pre-fab

houses), heavy construction and forestry. . . t'lB

The above brief revier¿ of government intervention into

northern economic development has brought out several points. From

the provincial aspect, it indicates:

1. lack of consístency in policy objectives
2. lack of government commitment Ëo the north ínsofar as

budgetary allocatíons are concerned
3. resulting projects were of short-term "make-work'r type
4. lack of línkage bet\,Ieen government and community bodies.

irlhile aË the joint Federal-Provincial level, iL suggests:

1. Very small funding to Resource and Community Development
2. Policy in this area appears to be far-reaching, all

encompassing and long term, however, with the exception
of perhaps the human development and transportation and
communicatíon sectors, the activitíes appeared to be
smal1 ín scale and non-íntegrated.

It is the opinion of this author that a more long-term,

íntegrated approach should be taken, whích would involve interrelated

activities Ëhat could provide social benefits as a derivaÈive of their

economic and geographic linkages.

The purpose of Ëhis research is to further the study of

"or. cit., p. 48.
l8r¡t¿., p. 50.
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economic and geographic lÍ-nkages. To this end it attempts to identify

a set of industries or an industrial complex which would be the most

economically feasíb1e for the northern Manitoba area. This requires

the application of industrial complex analysis which is a body of

location theory and organizational methods that are combíned to

earmark a regional development ro1e.

An industrial complex can be defined as a set of economically

linked Índustries which are also geographically associated. That is

to say:

A set of activities aË a specific location thaÈ are linked
by certain technical and production inLerrelationships.
These inËerrelatíonships are such that the índustries
concerned may operate opÈima11y when clusLered together
spatially rather than when they trade over a r^ride area'
although complexes may exist with split locaËion or an even
more limited d.egree of spatial ínterdependence.19

Methods of identifying such complexes are discussed in the review of

literature that follows in Chapter 2.

l9ni"hrrdson, 
H.InI ., ttRegíonal Economics", p. 4LB.
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2.r

CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

InEroduction

The purpose of the literature revie¡v is twofold. FifsÈ it

provides the author with an historical background to his topic and

second, it may also aid him in choíce of technique. To the reader,

of course, it :-s for hís edification. In thÍs revíer¡, particular

aÈtention is not gíven to various results of the st.udies buÈ to the

meÈhodology they use. These studies wíIl not only enhance this

authorts understanding of the topic, but also offer a wide variety

of methods from which he can choose the most suitable for the type

of analysis to be performed.

)2 Growth Poles

Perhaps in reviewing literature pertaining to Industrial

Complex Analyses, one should first look at Perroux's notion ofrrgrowth

poles" for it is here that the imporÈance of indusËrial inËeract.ion

within a cenËre is recognízed.

Technical and economic int.erdependencies are consídered
as conditío sine qua non for Èhe realízation of regional
gro\"¡t.h. 20

Hence the grovrth within a centre or pole could be transmitted

Ëo the whole region, i.e. by means of the "spin-off" effect. Thus

20--. ..-"Nijkamp, P., "Planning of
of Geometric Programmingr" p. 3.

Industrial Complexes by Means
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the ímpor¡ance of industrial complex analysis becomes aPparent. Given

a combinaËion of industries located in close proxÍmity (growth pole),

and growth or development occurring not only withín one comPonent of

the complex but spreading, because of linkages, to the various other

components and also to the centre itself, then accordíng to growth pole

theory, this r¡ould also spread within Ëhe rest of the region, and

perhaps interregionally.

Therefore the problem at hand can be stated as, what is that

combinaËion of industries and how can ít be found?

2.3 I^Ialter Isard: Case Study of Puerto Rico

In 1959, In/alter Isard, E.W. Schooler and T. Vietorisz presented

a landmark study called 'tlndustrial Complex Analysis and Regional

Development: A Case Study of Refinery-Synthetic Fibre Complexes in

Puerto Rico,tt which \¡ras preceded by t\do reporEs , Itlndustrial Complex

Analysis and Regional Developmentr" by l,tr. Isard and T. Vietorisz, 1955;

and "Industrial Complex Analysis: AgglomeraËion Economíes and

Regional Development," by W. fsard and E.I^i. Schooler, 1959. The

latter also discussed conceptual problems involving industrial complex

analysis.

The study began with a review of alternative approaches to

industrial complex analysis, which included the Location Quotient,

Coefficient of Localization, Labour Coefficient, and InËerregíonal

Input-OutpuË approach. For each, the analysts presented their limi-

Ëations and then concluded with reasons for an Industrial-Complex

approach. This method can be best summarized as combining:
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,..an evaluatíon of ínËer*industry relationships along
input-outpuÈ lines, with an analysis of the factors that
lead to regional differences in costs and revenues, along
industry comparatíve-cost 1ines. 21

It attempts to fulfil two objectives:

identífy favourable industrial activities

estimate the value of locational advanÈage

The analysis proceeded with a study of the resource setting

in PuerËo Rico. The authors concluded that the primary resources

were cheap labour, proximíty to Venezuelan oil, and easy access Èo

U.S. mainland markets. Given this, fsard eÈ al. presented a flow

chart illustrating linkages between natural gas and oi1, with various

íntermediate and end producËs. The possibilities of setting-up

activíties vrere great, therefore cerÈain consíderations r.¡ere made

to delírnit a number of them. Some of the considerations were, labour

(its cheapness); transport costs (if a product had always been

imported, such as fertiltzers, its production would mean a savings in

transport costs); and demand (the productíon of antífreeze would be

senseless since there is no demand for it and also its production

utilizes 1ittle labour).

From Ëhese and other considerations, the authors narrowed

down the complexes to those involving oil refining, petrochemical

fertll:izers, and synthetic fibres.

Further de1ímitations r,¡ere made by usíng mínimum feasible plant

size as a criterion (i.e. based on technological economies of scale).

)1'-Isard, W,, E.I^/. Schooler and T. Vietorisz,
Complex Analysis and Regional Development: A Case
SynÈhetic Fibre Complexes in Puerto Rico," p. 1.

ttlndustrial
Study of Refinery,
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From engineering sources, minimum sizes were given. Thus a product

was eliminated if its required outpuË was below the minimum feasible

planÈ síze.

Next an explanatíon \¡¡as made of Isardts basic activity matrix

or input output table (see Table 1). At Èhe top of the matrix are

various activities and to the left are varÍous inputs or outputs.

Under each activiÈy (for example, Hydrated Lime) is a column indicating

Ëhe amount of each commodity used as an input or ouËput (at left) when

Ëhe activity is operated at unit level, which is defined as "...that

level which yÍelds on an annual basis the amount of primary product
' )')
lísted in the corresponding co1umn.""' In thís case it is 10 MM lb.

Certain commodities \,,/ere omiÈÈed f or various reasons. Two important

inputs omiËted were capital and labour for the reason that both do not

change proportionally to a change in the scale of operations as do the

others. Thus, for example, if the production of an activity is

doubled, one would simply double the inputs in the Column. This ís

not possible, for instance, with labour and instead engineering

sources would have to be used to estimate how labour would vary.

The next step involved the setËing up of programs or complexes,

which is to sayr "...feasible combinatíons of various actívities."23

First, varíous intuitive constraints were agaín made on aspects such

as demand, labour, and mínimum and maximum scales of operation. Then

various programs were chosen on the basis of feasibility. Each of the

))--Isard, l,i. and T.
and Regional DeveloPment"

23_. ..-"Ibid., p. 28.

Vietorisz, "Industrial Complex Analysis
, P. 42.
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Table I

ActiviÈy Matrix

ActivÍtíes

2. B 3. Hydrated Limel. A

1.A

2.8

3. C

4. D

5. E

6. Power

7. Fuel

8. Lime

- 3.500

- 3.500

+10.500

Note: A negaËive number indicates an input while a positive
number indicates an output.

Source: Isard, I^i., E.I^I . Schooler and T. Vietorísz, 'rlndustrial
Complex Analysis and Regional Development: A Case Study of Refinery,
SyntheÈic Fibre Complexes in Puerto Rico", p. 42.
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programs chosen involved four major steps. These vlere: (1) petroleum

refineryt (2) primary petrochemícal operatíons; (3) secondary Petro-

chemical operations; and (4) the production of the finished fíbre and

fertilÍzer. A1l were based on a single refinery proÈotype (see

Figure 2). Alse, all the programs were constructed around four flow-

sheets whích íllustrated dírecËional links between six basic chemicals

and the finished products. For example, Figure 2 is patt of one of

the flo\^7 charts used. One should note that each activity in the flow-

sheet belongs to the column headed.by Dacron Staple ín the basíc

acrivity matrix (see Table 2).

Since it was decided that the production of Dacron Staple

should be at 36.5 million lb. and as has been stated earlier, the

activity listed ís produced at a unit 1eve1 of 10 mm lb., then all

amounts in the columns of Table 2 were multiplied by 3.650. The

results are shovm at the top of the boxes in Figure 2. The values

ïepresent amounts of í-nputs and ouËputs associated with each program.

The nr¡mbers at the bottom of each box represent the number of the

activity in the basic activity matrix. From these flowsheets, whích

represent fu11 programs, sub-programs \,¿ere also construct "d.24

The next stage rdas to make cost comparisons and revenue dif-

ferentials betr¡een índustries on the maínland and in Puerto Rico on

the assumption that complexes of both were identical. The first step

r¡ras to find the difference bet\,ieen t.he cost of the purchase of the

PuerËo Rican commodity and revenues associated wíth the sale of the

?I!-'Sub-programs are outPut or
and are determined direcËly from Ëhe

scale varíations of the program
orÍginal program.



Figure 2

bacron A Program

Fcrlllircr

Source: Isard, I^l ., E.l^I. Schooler
Regional Development: A

in Puerto Rl-co", p. 87.

and T. Vietorisz, "Industrial Complex Analysls and

Case Study of Refinery, Synthetic Fibre Complexes
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Table 2

Basic Activity Matrix

2. Steam ìOf lb .

5. Power

46. Dacron Polymer

47. Dacron Staple

Dacron SÈap1e

- 0.500

-12.000

-10 .000

-10 .000

Source: Isard, InI., E.I^I. Schooler, and T. Vietorisz, t'Industrial
Complex Analysís and Regional Development: A Case Study
of Refine-ry, and Synthetic Complexes in Puerto Rico", p. 46.
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same product. The authors expected a priori dífferences in these

variables. However the gap between costs and revenues on the mainland

were marginal except for transactions that vrere very great, since,

t'...the New York market...is so large that a transaction by a single

refínery, will leave Ëhe priee unaffecte A."25

Therefore the price difference associated with the sale between

Puerto Rico and the mainland would be different from the price difference

associated wiÈh the purchase. Both differences rüere recorded although

only one was used in the study at any tÍme (use of either appears to be

ínruitive) .

With Èhe information based on the amounts of inputs and outpuËs

associated with the various programs presented and information based on

the price differentials, the two were combined Ëo give a net locational

advantage or disadvantage for Puerto Rico. Combination \47as accomplished

by multiplying the various ínput and output amounts by their assocíated

price differential and then through summation of their products. The

summation could be either posítive or negative indicating an advantage

or disadvantage for Lhe combined total of all inputs and outputs.

At this juncture Èhe advantages or disadvantages of labour

inputs \.{ere compuËed. This was done for both irnporËed and 1oca1 labour.

The advantage or disadvantage for ímported labour (chemical-petroleum

type) was found by multiplying total inputs of imported labour by a

predetermíned price differenÈia1 of $1.00. For local textíle-type

labour, total inpuËs of this labour was multíplied by a price difference

?\--Isard, hi., E.W. Schooler and T. Vietorisz,
Analysís and Regional Development: A Case Study of
Fibre Complexes in Puerto Rico", p. 95.

"Industrial Complex
Refínery, Synthetic
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of $0.75 per man. Both price differentials were based on Joseph

Airovrs I'LocaÈion of the Synthetíc Fíber Industry", where labour cost

differentials were determined for both skilled (irnported chemícal-

petroleum-type labour) and less-ski1led (textile-type, local labour).

Both labour inputs were lj-sted in separate columns. AdvanÈages and

disadvantages \'¡ere also listed for mainland polymer transport,

Tennessee-Texas fuel cost dífference and ammonia.process dífference.

Table 3 illustrates ho\^i the results \.{ere displayed. The final net

advantage or disadvantage for each complex ¡¡as calculated by the

summation of columns one lo sí2, for each row.

' Initially, extrapolating from columns 1 and 2, the analysis

showed that, "...the petrochemical and to a lesser degree the refinery

actívities involved significant disadvantages for Puerto Rico (on

skilled labour and. transport acco,rnt)".26 However, when all six

functions were taken into account all ful1 programs had a net advantage

in locating in Puerto Rico.

To offset the initial great disadvantages mentioned above,

six alternatives to the fu11-length complexes (short programs) were

evaluated, using Ëhe same method of calculation. These alternatives

consisted of combinations of refínery, fertíLízer and fibre activities

(which have high demand and ínexpensíve textile labour costs). Most

of the short programs had a net advantage ín Puerto Rico, r¡ith short-

program D having a greater advantage than fu11 program Dacron A.

The above analysis, as had been previously mentioned, r{as

'uor. cit., p. 2.
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Inputs
and

Complex Outputs

Table 3

Preliminary Location Advantages of Selected
Fu1l Complexes ín Puerto Rico

(in $ ¡t/yr.)

Orlon A

(2)
Chemical
Petroleum
Labour

-L702

-1218

Dynel

Source: Isard, inl ., E.I^l . Schooler, and
Regional Development: A Case
Puerto Rico", p. 48.

-2296

-2329

(3)
Textile
Labour

(4)
Mainland
Polymer
Transport

3978

39 B6

(s)
Tennessee-
Texas
Fuel Cost
Difference

32r

32L

T. Vietorisz, "Industrial Complex Analysis and
Study of Refinery, Synthetic Fibre Complexes in

(6)
Ammonia
Process
Difference

28B

298

(7)
Net
Total

-72

sB9

976

I
ÈJ
O

I
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based on the assumption of identical complexes for both Puerto Rico

and the mainland. The authors recognized nonidentities, then took

into account dífferentiated profitabílitíes due to process and scale

differences between PuerÈo Rico and mainland complexes. Nonidentities

t/ere accounted for by comparing the production costs of mainland opera-

Èions identical to Puerto Rican complexes with production costs of the

same commodities with a "most possible effícient" mainland operation.

The difference between both mainland costs represented the net loca-

tional advantage for Puerto Rico for those products. This comparison

was made for three separate assumptíons as to ouËput scales: maximum

economy scales for ful1 programs, maxÍmum for slightly reduced programs

and moderate or minímum economy scales. Each level achíeved various

neÈ locati-onal advantages or disadvantages for Puerto Rico. A similar

procedure was applied to the short programs as well. Assumptions were

Ëhen rnade so as to "...provide a broader range of results for com-
1-7parisontt.'' One such change in assumptíon was, for example, different

vüage rate differentials.

In a nutshell Isard et a1.'s study has dealt with the problem

of

for

identifying and evaluating

an underdeveloped area.

industries or combinations of industries

upon a modern I^/eberian docÈrine,
and revenues of a number of rele-

i4 Puerto Rico with corresponding
28

Isardts approach rests
vi-2, a comparison of costs
vant industrial complexes
complexes on Èhe mainland.

" oo', cit. , p. 4.

2BNi¡k"*p, P., "planning
GeomeÈric Programming", p. 1-5.

of Industrial Complexes by Means of
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In reviewing the study, four stages can be recognized. The first is

the identification of relevant industrial complexes based on recogni-

tion of resources. The second stage illustrates the characteristics

of components of the various possible industrial complexes (input,

output, coefficients, flows, etc.). The third involves comparison

of costs and revenues of the inputs and outputs. The last is the same

as Èhe third but with. different underlying assumptions.

One criticism of the approach is that

. . . Isard did not specify development goals for puerto Rico:
the criterion, by means of which a certain complex is sel-
ected, is a cost cp{rparison betr¡een a mainland and a puerto
Rico locaTj-zation.¿9

rn other words, the approach can hardly be seen as a t'. . . socíal pre.fer-

ence indicator in a planned regional context for industrial locatío-rr".30

A1so, the model is based on the use of technical coefficients which

obvíous1y change over time but which the model persists ín treating

as static. Moreover, the static nature of the model ís further shown

Ëo be deficient by its failure to deal with the scheduling of the

entrance of the components into the complex. obviously not all the

acËivities can be introduced at once.

2.4 L. H. Klassen's Attractíon Model

Sometime 1ater, ín 1967, L. H. Klassen

entiÈled "Methods of Selecting Industries for

a review of various methods Klassen presented

published a book

Depressed Areastt.

his ov¡n r¡hich is

After

knov¡n

to" Op. cit., p. 16.

3or¡i¿., p. :'6.
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as an t'Attraction Modeltt. The model accounted for the structure of an

ârea as follot¿s:

Øuj Àuou, * 
^, ,j 

* \zØzj

where @,-. - indicates the proportion of nat.ional production ofKJ industry k that is being produced in area j and as a
simplificatíon, for purpose of exposition we will
assume that industry k has two requirements, of which
the proportions produced in area j are Q", and Qn.
respectively. - rJ ¿J

õ, , - is the proportion of total demand for k-products in
KI- area J.

À - represents the relative importance of transportatíon
and/ or communication costs eíther for the final product
or the requirements (attraction coefficíent).31

I^lith the use of the above expression one could distinguish different

types of industries. For insÈance, íf ÀU egualled 1, and the other ).fs

v¡ere zero, then the equation becom"rr32

Ø..=o..KJ KJ

Klassen said that in this case supply equated r¡ith demand and therefore

indicated a demand--or market--oriented industry. However if Àd

equalled zero and one of the other equalled one, then the equation

^î.J.]
became:

ø.. = ø".KJ IJ

This, states Klassen, showed that,

...Ehe proportion of output of industry k stemming from
area j ís completely deËermined by^the supply position
of certain requirements in area j . rq

Thus the índustry is supply oríented. Any combínation of values

31___-'Klassen, L. H., "Methods of Selecting Industries for
Depressed Areas", p. 77.

32_- . t'--rbid., p. 78 "rbid., p. 77.

I,L" 'Ibid., p. 77 .
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beÈr^¡een zero and one indicate foot loose industries. Klassen mentÍoned

that geographic size would influence the results. That ís to say a

high À, could be achieved, but r¡hen tesÈed (via regression analysis)"d

a 1ow r may be given. This would indicate a need to increase the areats

size,

...it is possible to vary the size of the area under consideration
until it the point is reached where a good correspondence obtains
between the proportíon of.the índustrv located ín the area and
Èhe explanatory variable. 35

The analysis used data showing regional distribution of the

electronic components industry, optical industry, and the glass industry.

Results r¡¡ere as f ollows:

Electronic Components

857 = 0.96 d57 n O.nOOrr, (r = 0.98)

À¿ Àr-

À, = attraction coeffícient of fínal product (high value
- indicates demand orientation)

À_. = attraction coefficient of input (high value indicatesa supply orientation)

857 = 7. of national gross outpuË for elect. comp.

835 = % for relevant industry

d = % of total demand for the relevant industry

OpËíca1 Industry - found Ëo be footloose

Glass .Industry

835 = 0.94d35 * 0.06zr, (r = 0 .gÐ37

In constructing an industrial complex one rniould conduct an

35^--Op. cit., p. 78.

36t¡i¿., p. 94. 37rbíd., p. Loz.
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analysis as above ín conjunction with a sËudy of the region ítse1f and

both characteristics (índustrial and regional) can be compared. The

next step ¡¿ould be to determine the atLraction of the most suiËable

industry. Assuming that ít does locate in the subject region, the

procedure is repeated, taking into account the indirect effecÈs of the

location of the fÍrst industry. The presence of the fírst and second

industries would be taken into account in the third study. In this way,

says Klassen,

...some idea could be obtaíned of the possible future structure
of the arrea, and appropríate action could be undertaken to ?R
attracË the prescribed complex of muÈually linked industries. -"

In summary, Klassen has presented an attraction coefficient

based on similar locational patterns. The coefficienÈs were used as

weights on interindustrial flows:

.. .transforming measures of flor¿s between pairs of indusÈries
into indexes of their spatial attraction and c1ustering.39

One limitation of the model is the role of regional size. If

a high À, is found accompanied by a relatively low coefficient of
"d

determination (used to test the expression) then Klassen sÈates that

one could just increase Ëhe regíonfs size whích would have Ehe effect

of íncreasing the 1eve1 of model explanation. This presents a very

subjective side to the model, since what Klassen is doing is rnaking

the data fit the model rather than vice versa.

2.5 Richter: Linkages and Geographical Assocíation

In 1969, Charles E. Richter publíshed his article, "The ImpacÈ

"oo. cit. , p. 110

3gcr"*"orki, S, and D., "Study of Spatial IndusÈrial Complexes", p. 1_4.
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of Industrial Linkages on Geographíca1 Association." It had a twofold

objective. The fírst r^ias a presentation of a ner¡r measure of geographical

association and the second r¡as tO use the measure to: tt...evafuate the

importance of linkages on the locations of manufacturing activíties."40

Data from fífty-seven metropolitan areas, corresponding to fífty-one

manufacturÍng sectors were used. Input-output coefficients were used

Ëo compute industrial línkages. That is,

...íf there are n sectors...Leontíef would consider two
sectors línked íf one sells 1/nth or more of its output to
the other or íf one purchases l/nth or more of Íts inputs
from Èhe other.41

In measuring geographic associations, Richter utilizes both

employment proportions and correlation coeffícients. The employnent

proportion Íras found by the following formula:

P.. = X.. / X.r-J r-J l-

where P-., = the proportion of the ith regionrs manufacturing ì,lorkersr-J .tPtãY.à bY the jth industry'

X. = the total manufacturing emplo)¡ment of the íth t.gío,,.42
]-

From thís a 51 x 57 matrix of employment proportions was construcÈed.

From the matrix each pair of indusËries was correlated. Thus if two

actívÍties had a low correlation their locaËion r¿ould be independent

while a negative value meant mutually repellant locations. High posi-

tive correlation coefficients {¡¡ere then tested (type of test unknovm)

at a .10 confid.rr"" 1"rr"1.43 A mínimum limit of 0.173 (correlatíon

4oRi"htur, c. E.,
graphic Associationr" P.

L1'-Ibid., P. 22.

43_- ..-"Ibíd., p. 23.

Impact of Industríal Linkages on Geo-

L)'-Ibid., P. 22.

"The
19.
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r¡/ere negative . )
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(It was found that half of the coefficients

Next, the relaËion between geographic associatíon and industrial

linkage r,¡as studied. Of the 372 signi'ficant correlations "117 were

accompanied by industrial linkages", (32Ð.45 Also of tne 2L7B

sectors which were not geographically associate ð. 352 were línked (16"Ð .46

"...Clearly there appears to be a direct relatíonship between industrial

linkages and geographic associati on."47 of the 255 unexplained geo-

graphic associations, Richter at.tributes these Èo chance association

and also to comnon market or material source.

Richter also computed the strength of the geographic assocíation

!ùith all iint u¿ sectors. In Èhis case the correlatíon coefficíent vlas

between the industries' employment pïoportions (trt ) for the Kth

sector and the sum of the employment proportions (I3Pij) for the 57

metropolitan areas. MosË coefficients were positive and signíficant

aË the .10 confidence leve1. The same procedure was also applied to

the random sectors. The strength of the formerts correlation coeffi-

cients v¡as seen to be very significant and high when compared with the

latter I s .

Ríchter coneluded that on the basís of the sËudy industrial

linkages greatly influenced industrial locations since geographic

association \,Jas more prevalent in línked than non-linked sectors.

sunmary, the study,

In

I! I!' '0p. cit., p.

46taia., p. 24

45r¡i¿., p. 24.

47raia., p. 24.

23
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...has eompared coefficients of spaËía1 correlation among
industries selected at random v¡ith those among industries
linked by flows and found significant differences betr¡een
the two gtorrp" .48

The model is of limited use in regional development planning, since

it could not identify a feasíble industrial complex in an underde-

veloped area. The model relies on pre-existing sets of conditions,

i.e., locational as well as economic linkage characteristics, from

which a study is made. Utr"r" no such conditions exist., onl.V ques-

Ëionable inferences could be made (i.e. setting up an industrial

complex on the basis of a study made ín a totally different environment)

2.6 M- F. Streit

Ln L969, M. F. Streit published an article in a similar vein

to Richterfs entitled "Spatial AssociaLions and Economic.Linkage

between IndusËries". The objectíves of this study \^rere, first of all,

to measure spatial association as related to economíc linkages and to

find to what extent the spatial association could be explained by

economíc línkages. Secondly, certain criteria were used to identify

various types of industrial complexes. Also, Ëhe study provided a

vari-ety of tools for analyzing complexes.

The measurement of spatial association and economic linkages

involved t\,ro types of daËa from both West German and French sources.

The first type was employment data for 26 industries in a number of

regíons for both France and l^Iest G.r*".ry.49 This informatj-on ¡¡as used

48cærrr"ki, s. and D., "study of Spatial Industrial Complexes",
p. L4

Lq-'Streit, M. E., "Spatial Associations and Economic Linkage
Betrn¡een Industriestt, p. L78.
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to measure spatial associatíon. The second type of data was input-

ouÈ.put data for each of the tr,ro countríes and for the same 26 indus-

Èries. This information would allow measurement of the extent of

economic linkages.

Streit began his study by stating the fo11owíng hypothesis:

If proximity to other industries as suppliers or purchasers
has been ímportant as a locational factor for a partÍcular
activíty, ít can be expected that its spatial associatíon
will be posítively eorrelated r¿ith the strength of its
linkages with these activitíes.50

The following correlation \,/as utilized to measure the degree of spatial

association between t\^7o índustries :

î.. = Cov (X. x. ) / ox. ox.aJ r-g' Jg' ag J g

where ij = two industríes

X = employment

g = region

rij = correlation

o = standard deviation

The above correlation had one limitation, namely a tendency to under-

estimate Èhe degree of spatial association because of the necessity

to set up regions that were of the same síze thereby splitting

integrated areas which would "...probably suppress information on

important associations". 51

The economic linkage \,ras measured by the following .*pt"""iorr,52

50
0p. cit. . I18..

q'l--Ibid. , p. l-79 .
52t¡i¿. , p. rrg .
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Streit identifíed varÍous limitations of the línkages. For

instance, the above measuremenl included only intermediate inputs (i.e.

input and capítal omÍtted) for the reason that the only locational

factors considered were the output flows form of industrial linkages.

Also Streit admits the arbitrarj-ness of the four ratios as a suÍmary

measure and the fact that due to the data being expressed in value

terms in the input-output tables (as opposed to physical flows) there

would be some underestimatíon of important linkages. He cites the

example of weight losing materíals, e.g. coa1. Streit gives one more

limitation of the measurement which is the case of an activity relying

upon locational proximíty to another industry without depending upon

iËs ínputs (e.g. it may use by-products). However, the auËhor states

that the above problems could not be surmounted.

T{,ùo tests were then given to observe the extent to which

spatial association i-s explained by economic linkage. The fírst test

involved a correlaËion between spatial and linkage factors for the

26 industries. Results for the German industries \¡Iere both positive

and sígníficant, but 1ow. For French industries there \,üas not even

one signíficant relationship. Hor¿ever! if Ëhe weakesË linkages were
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excluded the coefficients became higher.

The second test involved the simple linear regression model

presented b.lor,53

ttj = tol * "ttlt¡ 
* tl

where r, . = spatial association between industries k and j.
lcJ

Ll . = strength of economic linkage model's parameters.
lcJ

Yet again the explanaÈory po\,/er was weak. Consequently another model

was introduced to account for the agglomeration at a favourable si-te.

Two industríes may both locate together not for linkage purposes but

Íor the locational advantages pertaining to the specific siËe, that is.,

for purposes of agglomeration. This ídea was formulated as follows?4

r = (L/2) (r. + r. )x l(x JX'

where r, = spatial association between industry k and x (indusÊry
kx- as a whole)

T, = corresponding association between industry j and x.
JX

r = industry as a who1e.
X

Thus the second model was expre"".d ""r55
tLj = ^02 

* ^tzLtj * ^zzt* * "2

It was found that agglomeration was the more important of the two

elements especially in French industry.

After this stage of the study, Streit. worked on the identification

of industri-a1 complexes where it r¡as importanL to first find coeffici.enËs

of association and linkage verifying that two industríes were linked and

ttoo. cit., p. Bo.

54a¡r¿., p. 180.

55r¡r¿., p. 1Bo.
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spaÈia11y proximate. This involved the criteria that

...only those parts of industries were considered relevant
which are eharacterized by (í) a significant coeffícient of
spaLial association (12 confídence level) as well as by
(ii) an above average linkage for at least one of the
industries involved.56

The above ensured that the rísk of obtaining groups of industries that

ü/ere not really involved in a complex r¿as minimized. However, it did

mean that only complexes of high interdependence were chosen.

The identified industrial complexes \üere then studied with

respect to locaËíonal and linkage facets. First various locational

questions lrere put forth. The first concerned the regularity of

association between one actívity and the others. This requi-red the

computation of multiple correlaÈíon coefficients. The híghest of these

was found in inlest German heavy industry. Next the strength of spatial

association between single elements v¡ere studíed omitting mutual

associations. Thj-s was found by utílizing partial correlation coefficíent

(correlation between tr^ro variables, independent and dependent, with

all other independent variables held constanÈ). Finally, "...does

there exist an 'inner círc1e of elements' spatially associated wíth

each other more regularly than wíth Ëhe rest".57 This rvas found by

computing partíal coeffícients of multiple correlatÍon.

In sÈudying the linkage properties of the identified industrial

complexes, various questions v¿ere also posed. The first probed

the intensity of the exchange of goods and services for a single or

group of industries and whether or not a key industry in this respect

tuoo. cit. , p. :rB2.

57r¡i¿., p. 183.
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existed. The second questÍon r¿ished to know the degree to r¿hich demand

growth influenced employment. and income for the whole complex. The

fína1 quesËion dealt with the issue of 'rpotentía1 growth forces".58

streit states that a Leontief type ínput-output table coufd be

used to ansr,/er the above guestions. rÈs use, however, would be based

on several assumptions (linearity, additívity, etc.). He does not

proceed any further, other than stating that in answering the first

question, an estimate of backward and forward linkages would be

required. The second questíon is concerned with

. . . labour intensitíes and net value ratios of the dífferent
complex element.s and Èheír overall effects on labour require- -^
ments and income generation of the type of complex considered."

Streit then states that the final question could not be answered without

furËher information on chances of growth of complex elements.

The above study attempted Ëo measure the relevance of economic

linkages to spatial associations, the extent to whích the former

explained the latter, and vrent on to propose criteria in identifyíng

industrial complex types and to present tools that could be used in

anaryzíng complexes shov¡n. Locational and linkage properties \.vere

also sÈudied for identífíed complexes. The author does note,however,

that since it is a case study, ,"rr.r"rizations could not be made.

This does not detract from the usefullness of the model ín identifying

and studying industrial complex types; i.e. as a descriptive device.

Yet, as with RichÈerrs study, it does not a11ow for a study of the

regional properties themselves and therefore is limited to analysis

ttoo. cit., p. 184

59rui¿., p. rB4.
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of regíons already having industrÍes. It cannot be used, for example,

in an underdeveloped region such as Northern I'fanitoba, since it does

not allow for the choosíng of feasible combínatíons of industries (i.e.

an industrial complex) gÍven the settíng and charactelistics of the

area. As a regional development too1, therefore, ít is quite limited.

2,7 Northern Ontario: A Case Study

Another case study, this tíme for the Northern OnLario region,

r¡ras conducted and presented ín l-972 by Gerald Hodge and Cheuk C. Wong.

In "Adapting Industrial Complex Analysis to the Realities of Regional

DaËa," the authors realized that a detailed analysis vlas not possible

since an input-output table could not be constructed. Firms, they

Said, \^rere noË about to release príces and costs to them. Therefore

their sËudy was conducted in a very intuitive manner.

They began by first identifying three main metals of the area

(nickel, copper, and zinc) and then described their respective ore'

refiníng pïocesses, final products and inputs. The nexË task was to

selecË a lilcely complex that could endure in the region. Two aspects

were involved ín this task. One was the possible índustries which

consumed the output and also supplied inputs to the complex. The

other aspect \,ras the reduction of these possibilities Lo a feasible

set of industries.

Hodge and l{ong then descríbed the complexes that involved the

respective three meËa]s (í.e. three separate complexes plus byproduct

complexes and input materials complexes). The authors i¡rrnediately

excluded various activities. Two types of indusËries were excluded¡

those whose needs could not be met in Èhe region and those that already
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existed in the region (were re-entered into Ëhe complex at a later

stage). Chemical plants, iron and steel mills and limestone industries

!/ere all excluded. From the remaining activíties (eleven) a complex

v/as set up and displayed as in Fígure 3.

Two types of analysÍs were used on thÍs complex. 0n the output

side of the complex a comparatíve cost analysis was utilized to deter-

míne the feasibilÍty of the specifÍed components. 0n the input' by-

product side (i.e. those industríes using the by-products of the

smelËer and refinery) an informal comparative analysís \,'/as used. The

comparative cost analysÍs ínvolved the use of Toronto as a base of

comparison, such that t'...comparison is made between a firm locaËing

in a center in the nickel belt and one locatíng in the metropoliÈan

. ,160core region."-- Two cost factols \.fere then chosen, labour and trans-

port costs on both finíshed products and input materíals. Next, a

number of centres r^rere selected for study and Ehen delirníted by the

useof Ëhree criteria: relative proximity to raw materials, labour cost

advantage, and availabílity of data. In consequence the numi:er of

centres r¡¡as narrowed dov¡n to North Bay, Timmins and Sudbury. There

followed a modified comparative cost analysis applied to both northern

and southern locations in Ontario. Due to lack of data, only ratios

of labour costs to transportation costs per unit of production were

used. The final expressíon below measured the comparative advantage

between a northern and southern location:61

6orour",
Ëo the Realities

6lrbrd.,

G. and Inlong, C . ,
of Regional DaÈa

p. L59.

"Adapting IndusÈrial Complex Analysis
, " p. 155.
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x 100

and P = labour arid transport cost per unit of productionn in southern and northern Ontario.

P-Psrt
P

S

The results showed only North Bay and Tímmíns offered advantages over

southern locations. It was also found that North Bay and Tirnmins had

an advantage for copper and brass ní1ls and nonferrous foundries.

Moreover, North Bay had only a slight disadvantage for wire and cable

works, and nonferrous foundries.

he subsequent sËage involved an analysis of input and by-

product índustríes (the analysis, as mentioned previously, was of a

less rígorous nature). Four industries vlere examined: cement, soda

ash, fertí1izer (nonferrous complex) and stainless stee1. The nature

of the analysis can be best described as non-quantitative. For ín-

stance, the authors decíded that a fertilizer plant would be undesirable

since the region is not near any agricultural area. A1so, it is a low-

va1ue, high bulk item with high transporÈation costs. As a result of

these deliberations, a cemenË plant was added to the complex because

of sufficient demand. Insufficient demand of soda ash led to its

exclusion, as Ì¡ras a fertilizer plant (for reasons gíven above). A

sËainless steel \.,/orks was also excluded because of small markets and

the fact that the source of raw material lies in southern Ontarío.

Thus the final results of the analysis showed that several

types of firms were feasíble on the output side. These \{ere a copper

and brass mi1l, a wire and cable plant, and one or tr¡o nonferrous

foundríes. On the input síde only cement production t{as found feasible.

Two siËes \^/ere also chosen, North Bay and Tímmins. The authors then
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related these findings in terms of new jobs and investments. Hodge

and i^long also introduced several constraints that would influence the

results. These include price of raw materials, transportation service,

cost of warehousing and sales offices, proximity Èo technical,

managerial and business services, and corporate arrangements (basis

for decisions will vary).

In summary, the analysis began with a survey of raw materials

of northern Ontario which led to the ídentifícation of the most

important metals and their accompanying complexes. The delimitation of

a number of activiËíes (for various íntuiËíve reasons) followed and

those remaining composed an initial complex. A comparative cost analysis

found two sites and several feasible actívities (on the output side)

and a modified comparatíve analysis delimited several activities while

also adding one (on the input side).

The overall characterisÈíc of this study is that it is intuitive,

perhaps too íntuitive. Almost all the steps involving the narrowing

down of input and output industries, the centres, even the selection

of various critería and factors are íntuitíve. This, hor¡ever, has

one advantage, namely, if data is not as abundant and available as it

is elsewhere (e.g. Isard's work in Puerto Ríco) Ëhen this method is a

good alternative. However, the disadvantage ís obvious. Judgement is

based on the restricted data and on the discretion of the researcher.

Thus, the fína1 recommendations can be severely biased.

2.8 Geomelri c Prograr¡rning

t'Planning of fndustrial Complexes by Means of Geometric
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programmíng", by P. Níjkamp, v/as published in L972. It described a

useful but somewhat complex maÈhematical model. The modelts purpose

!ùas to deÈermine an optímum scale of production and timing for al1

components of a chosen complex.

In this model, it is assumed thaL a study of the regionrs

resources had already been made so that not only has a complex been

chosen (steel, etc.) but also its location has been decided. Nijkamp

stated that industrial concentration is due to agglomeratíve forces

and the advantages inherenL in them. He thus recognízed the key role

of agglomeraËion advantages and economies of scale ín the complex's

development.

Geometric programming gives the minimum values of a cost

function which are subject to several nonlinear constrainËs. They

are nonlinear because of certain internalities and externalities which

represent scale economies and agglomeration. The cost functíons them-

selves involve the use of posynomials which are "posítive sums of

multiplicative po\,¡er functíons". 62

Nijkamp first presented a simple model of appraising investment

proj ecÈs :

...The planning target
costs of new industrial
of candidaËe firms into

This can be symboli""ð 
^"164

minØ= I PT r.. .L. r- a
l_=r

62rlr¡i."ro, P., "Planning of
Geometric Programmingt', p. 131.

is set as the minimization of the
investments caused by the eÐçrance
the complex in each period.oJ

Industrial Complexes by Means of

64r¡i¿., p. 57.63r¡i¿., p. r32
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where P = production levels

I = investment.

Nijkamp provided trùo constraints to Èhis miminum cost functíon: minimum

profitability and minimum 1evel of production. However, the above

program is static "...since the minÍmum productíon requirement...imply

necessarily that all r activities should be set ín operation in the
Á.first period".oJ rhe purpose, however, of the model is to show an

efficient timing of entrances of industries to the complex .in varíous

stages. Therefore the following expression was added to the progt"rn,66

(P. > P. ) or P. = ea l-u' l_

(MÍnimum product requirement)

This a1lows for the presence oï absence of productÍon. Nijkamp stated

further than an obvious minímum objective function would be at zero

production (P. = O, Ø = O). Thus he also provided an additionala

requirement, that Ëhere should be at least one activity in operation.

This was represented by the fo11oring,67

ô-. > OeitherOorla-
T

ç1 ,\>]
i=1

The coeffícient ô represents the absence (ôi = O) or Èhe presence

(ôi- = 1) of production. The lower expression represents the requirement

Èhat at least one activity is present.

Nijkamp described this model as a "mixed integer-continuous orr"',,68

uton. cir,, p. 59

67 raia. , p. 59.

66r¡ia., p. 58.

6Brui¿., p. 59.
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since t'...actívities are bet in operation or not, but if they are set

in operation, they are utilized above a certain minimum level".69

The solution could be realized by enumerating all possible

However, if an industrial complex has a large number of firms

Ëhe complete enumeratÍon of all possible combinat.ions would take a

great deal of time. The "branch and bound method...reduce the complete

set of enumeratíons to a feasible set encompassing the optimal solution".71

The method "...produce relevant upper and/or lower bounds in the solutions

of the program for different combinations of the zero*one decisions

r¡íthout solving the progr am i1se7l".72 Thus the possible number of

programs is greatly reduced.

Nevertheless, NÍjkamp stated that the method presents t\¡¡o

difficulties: the number of degrees of freedom ís great an an algoríthm

has not yet been made that could solve this integer-continuous geometríc

program. As a result, the author presented an alternative technique,

"the step-by-step sol-uËion proc"d,rre".73 This technique compares

"minímum feasíb1e investment 1eve1s of a t-firm program (first-order

program or l-program) wiËh mínimum investment levels of n-firm programs

(n = 2, ... I¡"74 Thus the procedure begÍns at the first order which

determines the minimum investment level commensurate with feasibility

combinations shown ¡y,70
I I .Ii (:)-2--r

I1=1

unoo. cít., p. 57

7zrbia., p. 6r.

(shows all possible cornbinatíons
of firms in a complex)

7or¡la. , p. sg
7lr¡i¿., p.

7I!' 'rbid. , P.

6I

67.

'r ; 
i, 

r, . .-.1,,

';,

:. '.:.,i' l.'r
J 

.':

lr'
.t:
li
i:t

Á{f

73ttia., p. 63.
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(which is determined by profitability, constraint Il ). From this

Nijkamp states that, "...the globa1 feasible investment of the complete

investmenË program may never exceed the minimum solution of a l-progr.*",71

since that program has been tested as a feasible solution and also "mini-

mizes Ëhe objective function".72 Therefore, from the rist of possible

higher-order programs, only those not exceeding I (1) (l-program) need

be considered. Yet, ".".Ëhis subset is not directly identifiable, since
' this would require knowledge of all mínimum feasible progt"r".73

I,rlhat is only known is the minimum technical programs, that itr74

.r .P .G T. p B(r)=(r) and (;-) = (r)
uooo

where I, L = capitai investment's and. labour requirements

= production

Io, Lo, Po= minimum levels of the varÍables concerned

Consequently, Nijkamp suggests a comparison of n-programs (n = 2...I)

with I (1). Those with a minimum technical investment greater than

r (1) are left out. 0n1y the remaining programs are studied further.

Níjkamp adds that these remaining programs are not necessarily feasible.

The test for feasibility begins by rankíng the minimum values of

Èechnical investment levels. In doing so, all combinations of

acÈi-vities have to be determined. This is dorre ,ria75

r (K)=.E^ tlro.1(1) K=1...Ku r_L 5k

Sk = (1,.. .r)

tton. cit., p. 67.

73r¡r4., p. 67.

75r¡i¿., p. 68.

72ttia., p. 67.

74rara., p. 1ro.



where K = total numbers of combinaÈions of activíties operating
at the minimum technical sca1e.

ieK = those firms whose combined activities yield less minimum
technical investment expenditive less than T (1).

The author points out the reduction of possible combinations from

ZT - t to K. Having found a subset of K combinations, the next step

involves finding the minimum feasible investments. "...The optimal

solution of the compleÈe investment program is constituted of the

minimum value of Êhese K solutions and I(l)."76 The solution of the K

geometric programs can be done by first checking whether for each

combínation the production levels satisfy the profitability constraint.

Ïf they do, then the production levels satisfy all constrainÈs, "...and

are therefore the solution of the set of firms combined with the program

11
concerned"." For those production 1eve1s not satisfying the profit-

ability consÈraint "...the corresponding geometríc program must be

solved".78 The outcome is an optimal combination of industries

representíng minimum ínvestment costs and satisfying all constraints

for the fírst period. For the next period the same procedure is

carried out after taking into account the initial bundle of industries

of the first period. This is repeated for the third and fourth and so

on stages unËi1 the complex project is completed.

In addítion, the model does account for changes in prices,

production levels! etc., which can be introduced at any stage.

Figure 4 is a schematic diagram íllustrating the various stages.

It shows a saving if all the components of a complex are entered at

'uor. cit., p. 68

78r¡i¿. , p, 69 .

77rbta., p. 68
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once rather than in stages. Nijkamp states that this is so because,

...the rather poor externaliËies in the previous stages of
the sequential procedure require a rather high production
leve1 in order Ëo saÈísfy the constraínts./9

However, financial resources (or rather lack Ëhereof) may force planners

Ëo adapt a successive stage approach. Níjkamp recognized that, "...the

criterion of miàimum j-nvestments ís a simple one and its validity will

probably not be. shared by a11".80 Hence he adds alternative deve1opment

objectives which include minimization of production costs, maxímization

of production, and maximízation of íncome.

fn conclusion, the model offèrs a framework for appraising

investment projects. rts limitation arises from the fact that a

preceding study is necessary ín order to find Èhe areats attributes so

Ëhat a complex may be ídentified as well as íts site.

2.9 legt:f_a"el5ls
"A New Approach to the TdenËifícatíon of Industrial Complexes

using rnpuË-Output Datat'by Howard Roepke, David Adams and Robert

wiseman, publíshed ín L974, tested the use of factor analytíc applica-

tions to ínpuË-output data for finding combinations of índustries

which are functionally related. The'auËhors defined índustrial complexes

somewhat dÍfferently from others in thís survey. rn this case,

...4n industrial complex contains a base of group industries
that have símilar patterns of Ëransactions, and it also includes
oÈher industries which are major suppliers or markets for those
r¡ithin the group. 81

10''op. cit., p. 80.

80_. ..--Ibid.r p. f33.
81_--Roepke, H., et al., "A New Approach to the Identífication of

IndusËrial Complexes Using Input-OuËput Datar', p. 15.
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IË is notern/orthy that this definition is aspatial.

Roepke et a1. identified Lhree types of industrial complexes.

The first was based on flo¡vs of inputs and outputs of both goods and

services. The second type had common sources of materials and the

third had common destinations for their products. An inpuÈ-output

table prepared for ontario was Ëhe source of data for the study. The

table was reduced to a 44 x 44 matrix (A). Each column contained

inputs for a parËicular indusËry while the ror,vs displayed outpuËs.

Three different factor analyses were uËi1ized. The first involved

an "aggregated transacËíons matri *" ,82 and símp1y used the combina-

tion of interflows between activíties (Í.e. boÈh input and output

relations). Thus, a matríx B r¿as derived from matrix A (direct

Èransaction matrÍ-x) , so that83

b., = a.. -1 a..]-J U JT.

where ã., = the dollar value of goods and services sold froml_l inrlustry i (outputs, rows) to industry j (inputs,
column).

The second applied an R-mode factoring procedure resulting in industrial

groups with sÍmilar sources of inputs. The final facËor analysis applied

Q-mode factoring which found. groups wíth similar product destinations.34

The authors did not describe in detail the application of

facËor analysis but wenË on to say that when the matrix of inter-

t'or. cit., p. 18.

83r¡i¿. , p. 18 .

84__- I^Ihen analysing the
be made. Varíation between
Q-mode factorial analysís)
R-mode analysis).

transactions matrix, t\./o approaches can
the rows can be analyzed (resulting in

or between the columns (resulting in a
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indusËry correlation is calculated, principal component analysis, the

simplest factoríng device is then proceeded wíth. The resulting com-

ponenLs (vectors) of eÍgenvalues of or greater than 1 were then rotated

to a varimax solution. For each component, Èhe industries r¡ith the

highest loading rrTere a group with common linkage patterns. Component

scores were also studied (values depicÈing the relationship between a

component and the original data). High componenÈ loadings and scores

were used to identify industrial complexes. As a result the aggregated

matríx fíndíngs showed thírteen dímensions. The component I (or

complex) explaining about L2% of. Ehe total varíance and hence the

prime vector, identifies the main complex. The most ímportant single

component was steel rnills wíth a component score of 6.15.

The R and Q-mode results were very símilar to those of the

aggregate factor analysís. The similarities vrere ín the number of

factors deríved, ËotaI variance expla-ined by all the factors and the

related industries found by the factor loadings and scores. There

were also some dífferences. Figure 5 illustrates one of them. It

íllustrates that aggregate analysís included all components that arose

from an R and Q mode analysÍs. However, both R and Q mode analysÍs

include activities that the other excludes.

The derived complexes r¡rere tested using Streit's índex L..,

r¡hich gives the strength of the relatíonship between two industries

(i, j). The index is computed wÍth the use of an interindustry trans-

action matrix ¡,¡hích is represented by A = a-. (n, n)84 rh.r" n is the- r-J

number of industrial sectors. Therefore,85

84_"-Roepke, H., et a1., "A New Approach to the Identification of
Industrial Cornplexes Using Input-Output Data," p. 24.

B5t¡ru., p. 24.
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TabLe 4

Cornponent l--Metal Using Industries

Loadings

-- .96 Metal Stamping, Processing, Coating

.95 Fabricated & StrucÈural Metals

.90 Electrical Appliances

.75 Other Metal Fabricating

.59 Other Transportatíon Equipment

.52 Electrical Industrial Equípment

Seores

--6.15 Iron and Steel Mi11s

--I.22 Other Metal Fabrícatíng

Source: Roepke, H., et al., "A New Approach to the Identification
of Industríal Complexes Using Input-Output Data", p. 19.
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Figure 5

Types of Analyses
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DaËatf , p. 23.
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L,. = L.. = (t/4) lf^..tr i . a..) * (a../Ll - a..)r_J J r_ L aJ l_=r r-J ' r_J J =r tj'

+ (a. ./=: . a..) + (a. ' n '-l
'ii-J=r Jr- jil>j=f tjll

v¡here 0l L.. < 1.0rJ

Mean interindustry linkage values were also found for a r¿ho1e complex

of K industries by setting up a triangulatS5 ,natrix of interindustry

linkages. 0n1y elements above the principal diagonal of the matrÍx

would be used.

Mean Linkage = ¡ = (LtZ + L13 * ...L1,k + L23 * ., .LZU_ 86

r...Lkk) / ß2 -x) /z

r'¡here 
"rr' "rz 

eÈc. are diagonal elements measuring intraindustry
línkages.

The measure \ras applied to the results of the three factor

analyses. comparison r,ras difficult because maximum possible mean

linkages would vary wÍth group size. Therefore, relative mearr

linkagçs were calculated by utilizing the following .*pt"""ior,,B7

LR=L /"^^* (K)

B5_--Triangulation of a matrix si.mply rearranges the haphazard
pattern of the elements in a matrix i-nto a triangular order, e.g.

ABCDEF BFDAEC
A 630504 B 300000
B 030000 F 4 50000
c 275364 D 273 000
D 020307 A 345 600
E 350283 E 532480
F 040004 c 743265

B6Ro.pk", H. et al., "A New Approach to the Identification of'Industrial Coroplexes Using Input-OuËput Data", p. 24,

B7r¡ia. r p. 25 .
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The authors Ëhen stated that Èhe order of (I*) "...should be símilar

to the order of the percentages of variance explained by each respec-

tive factors"rSS 
"r".ming 

the complex mosÈ strongly linked coul-d be

easily spotted by factor analysis. The above hypothesis was tested

and resulted in a Spearmenrs rank correlation of .604 (.05 confidence
QO

level),"'though the same tesÈ for the other two factor analyses

resulted in 1ow correlation coefficients. Roepke et a1. interpreted

these results as an aid ín recognizing the differenÈ roles for the

respecÈive Èypes of analyses.

...the factoring of aggregate data is most useful when a
high 1eve1 of relationship is the most desÍred property for
internally related complexes to be deríved. The R- and
Q-mode facÈoring procedures âre better suited to sítuations
in which one is interested in flor.vs of goo$¡ moving from an
origin set of industries to a destination.'"

In summary, Roepke et a1. have applied three types'of factor

analysis to identify complexes revealíng sími1ar results. When tested,

the roles for each type of analysis were found. The authorsr view that

the results could be useful for oÈher regional studÍes is criticízeð. by

Latham. He examined the findings and tested them by using the same

industries in another region and found inconsistent results. LaÈham

also criticizes the study for the reason that "...the component industries

in each of the factors are ones that can be expected a priori."9l

Latham also staEes thaË aggregate input-output tables hide significant

assocíations and thatr "...intrasectorial relations are eliminated

from consideration".92 Roepke et al. mention that a drawback of the

ttoo. cit. , p. 25,

9or¡i¿. , p. 26 .

89rur¿., p. 25.

9lÏ-"thrrn, l^J. R., "Needless Complexity
Industrial Complexês", p. 47.

9zttia., p. 50.

in the ldentificatíon of
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methodology is Èhat Èhe last few facÈors (representing industrial

complexes) which have little explanation of the total varíance are

therefore diffícult to interpret. The authors state that to account

for this a reducÈion of factors could be made.

The greatest limitatíon of the study is that it is aspatial

(contradicting the definition of an industrial complex) and therefore

is of l-imíted use in regional planning. ft also assumes prior develop-

ment of the region and is noÈ applicable v¡hen the objective is to

determine a feasíb1e industrial complex in an undeveloped area.

2.10 Graph Theory

In I972, "GrowÈh Pole Theory, Digraph Analysís and Interindustry

Relationships" by John Campbell was published. It discussed Èhe use of

graph theory in st.udying indusÈrial linkages. The article was followed

up by "Selected Aspects of the Interíndustry Structure of the State of

lrlashington, 1967", where graph theory v¡as used in a case study.

The purpose of the study r^Tas to use a part of graph theory

(digraph or directed graph theory) in studying characteristics of

varíous identified industrial groups. The source of data was a 1967

hlashington 52 x 52 interíndustry maÈrix. This data was converted to an

adjacency matrix. Values within the adjacency matrix were either one

or zero. If a cell in the former matrix had an enÈry then its accom-

panying ce1l in the latter marrix would have a value of one. All other

cells had zero encries. One further stipulation of the adjacency matríx

is that the diagonal ce1ls have to have zero entries (see Table 5).

Next an Index of Relative Centrality was calculated for each industry.

WiÈhout going through íts whole derivation, it ís simply a measure of,
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Table 5

..:,
Interindustry and Adjacency Matrj-x

abcde abcde

aBLz-16-a01010
bll-109-b10110
c 12 16 4 L4.6 c 1 1 0 1 1

d97--11 d11001
.e108-11 e11010

Interindustry Matrix Adjacency Matrix

Source: Campbell, J., "Growth Pole Theory, Digraph Analysis and
Interindustry Relationships", P. 81.
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"...the closeness of the linkage between a given Índustry and the other

industries in an input-output syste*."93 Then the indusÈríes were

ranked according to the highest to lo"rest centrality. The nine highest

indusÈries rnTere seen to be cenËra1 i-ndustries and were the starting

point for the grouping r¿hich followed

Campbell recognized that some of the flows or links of the nÍne

!¡ere more important than others. He therefore selected thê most signi-

f icant which narror,red down the níne to six nuclei (for industrial

grouping). The same procedure was applied to the rest of the data

when an adjacency matrix \¡ras constructed consisting of only signíficant

lÍnkages. From these, activities were joined wíth the various nrrclei.

The grouping stopped when all the activities belonged Èo. a group.

Figure 6 is an example of one of the groups (or complexes). Caurpbell

concluded that the major límitation of the model vras,

. . . the story conveyed by the digraphs represents an t'average"

or "typícal" situation. The índivídual case rnay deviate
. considerably from the average, depending upon the particular

products and inputs involved. This limÍtation is inherent in
ínput-output analysis and is therefore also present in the
digraph apptoact .94

Latham complains Èhat by using inpuË-output data, the model becomes

aspatial and therefore 1í¡nited in its applicability to regional devel-

opment.

2.LI Czamanski: Clusters and Complexes

Much of the r¡ork presented by Stanislar¿ Czamanski has dealt wíËh

índustrial clusters and complexes and industrial interaction ín general.

o?
'-Campbell, J., "Growth Pole Theory, Digraph Analysis and

Interindustry Relationshipsr" p. 83.
qlr--Campbe1l, J., "Selected Aspects of the Interindustry SErucÈure

of the State of Llashington,rr p. 37.
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Figure 6

Ilow Graph

31 arror,¡S indicate
I airection of flow

I

I417tllrtl
10 ---.+J+--$ ---_----+ J 

- 

6 

-ï-j-ó-v2I

1 - Field crops íncluding seeds

2 - Vegetables, fruits and nut crops

3 - Livestock and lívestock products

5 - Fishing

6 - Meat products

7 - Dairy producËs, etc.
8 - Canning and preserving

9 - Grain mill products

10 - Beverage industries
31 - "Líght" fabricated meÈa1 products

41 - Shipbuilding and repairing

Source: Campbe11, J., "Selected Aspects of the Interíndustry
Structure of the State of Washington,rr p. 40.
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One of his earliest v/as some "Evidence of the Strengths of LÍnkages

BeÈween Groups of RelaÈed Industries in Urban-Regional Complexes" (1971)

which had three objectives. The first was the identificatíon of an

industrial clusÈer or complex (a group of industries which are linked

togeÈher by flows of goods and services). The second was to verify

the hypothesis be1ow,

in an urban agglomeration
suppliers' of technical or
over links based on flows
ingredients or outputs.95

the various ancillary links with
financial services take precedence
of raw materials, basic production

The third was to find the minimum input-output table size required for

regional analysis.

For .studying interindustry linhages

involving four stages. The ínítia1 stage

order correlation coefficients as follor¡s:

a model was developed

vTas to get up four zero-
96

i) t("ik "it), r(bki brr), r(.ik ' br')' r

\L

(bt, a. ,) ;

(i = 1,...n)

ii) where rU, = +
_ _\.r"lk 

\

where x = output

k,L = industries

By choosing the híghest of

symmetric intercorrelat ion

95_
Uzmanslcr-,

Betlreen Groups of

the four coefficienËs in

matrix R was constructed

expression (i),
97as lol lorrs:

btt = \
- Xtt
brt=Ç

S. , ttSome Evidence
Related Industries

140.

of the Strengths
in Urban-Regional

97tvia., p. 140

of Linkages
Complexes", p. 138.

96rota. , p.
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tLK = rkl = mfr(aru."tL), r(bti.brr), r(a.u.bli), t(bti.til)] 2

where a high t("ik."tf,) indicates both ÍndustrÍes (K,L) have
similar input sources;

a high t(Otr.b"i) indicates símilar output destinations;

a high r("ik.bl,i) indicates that K's suppliers use L's
products;

a high r(bti..if) indícates that K's producr uses supply L.

Next, an interactive process was used to identify industrJ-al subgroups.

This was done by removing industries r,¡hich had no linkages from the

R matrÍx.

' The'strength of the linkages between the remaining industries

was defined as Èhe Index of Association and v¡as found Uy,9B

Cn=Àn
rrR*100

where À = eígenvalue and can be seen as ttvarj-ances along a
particular dimension and determines the degrgg of
affinity of industries forming a subsystem. "99

tr = the trace of the R matríx

Thus a large C, value indicates an existing industrial cluster. To
l-

elÍminate similaríÈies which were influenced by high imporÈs and

exports the criteria belo¡,r r"t" ,r".d,100

M"ti > c* and ti > Bt(
X. X.aa

where M- = total imports of industry i
l_

e- = total exports of industry Í
t-

cc*, B* = arbitrary coÐstants deÈermined by an interative process
and finally set at e* - B* - .30

ntoo. ciÈ., p. r4r 99r¡tu., p. 141.

lool¡i¿., p. L4r.
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The model was used \"rith data from five different input-output tables;

from the United States, Philadelphia SMSA, !trashington StaÈe, West

Virginia, and the province of Nova Scotia. Philadelphia and l"lashington

luere areas expected to contain industries that would fulfí11 índustrial

complex requirements sínce they are highly industriaLized. Lrest Vir-

ginia and Nova Scotia \,rere not expecËed to conform to this Pattern;

their economies being not at all industrialized and relatively very

"open." The overall U.S. ínput-ouÈput table was studied for clustering

wiËhout spatíal proximíty

ReducËion of sectors \ras made in order to make the fÍve tables

comparable. Association indexes vrere found for each region for various

matrix sizes. For example, Table 6 displays a variety of leveIs of

explanation for Crs given different matrix sízes. IÈ was found that

for maÈrices with less than 50-60 secLors valid conclusions could not

be made. It was also found Ëhat eigenvalues íncreased with a decrease

ín size of the tables. Therefore comparisons between tables of varíous

size cannot be made. Table 7 is an example of how the final Cata was

presented for Nova Scotia. PresenÈatÍon of data was in terms of three

eigenvectors, most of whích revealed clusters characÈerized by spatial

juxtaposition. A1so, as !üas expected, Philadelphia and Washington had

high degrees of association, while L]est Vírginia and Nova Scotia did not'

In suunnary, industrial clusters \¡rere identified via multivarÍaÈe

analysis. It was found thaË a minímum of 50-60 sectors in an input-

output table \¡rere required for valid conclusions to be made. As for

CzamanskÍ's second objective,

One should note that
complexes interchangeably and
study.

Czamanski uses Èhe terms clusters and
only dífferentiaËes the two in a later
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Table 6

Values of the Tndexes of Associatíon

Size of R Matrix

Region 89x89, 58x58, 54x54, 48x48, 43x43, 36x36, 31x31, 28x28

u. s. c1 23.86

cz . 11.99

c: 7 .27

Phil cl 25.85

,z L2.84

c: 9 '6r

Source: Czamanskí, S., "Some Evidence of the Strengths of
Linkages Between Groups of RelaÈed IndusÈries in Urban-Regional
Complexes, " .p. 146 .

35. B8

LI.57

Q 1a

38.94

13. 10

7r.7 9
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Table 7

FirsË, Second aitd_Third Eigenvectors

IirsË Eigenvector Second Eigenvector Third Eigenvector

No. Industry Value No. Industry Value No. Industry Value

Nova Scotia 58 x 58 Matrix

C, = 31.51 c2 = L4.35 C, = 10.75

51 Llrolesale e .2475 9 Poultry .37 42 24 Sa¡^'mills e . 3135
retail trade processors other wood

31 rron foundries .2349 10 Dairy .3609 products

metal rolling factories 25 }lisc. wood .2253
' stock 14 Feed manu- .3hg5 industries
7 Quarries & .2163 facturers 30 Iron & stee1.204l

sandPiÈs g Meat .3zLr míl1s

50 Gas & \{ater .2073 Products 39 Clay & .2030
sYstems 22 cordage, .2944 concrete

38 Electric wire .2045 canvas,cloth
cable & batteries mi11s, etc.

54 Finance, .2012 2 Forestry .257L
insurance &

real estate 1 Agriculture '2196

39 Clay & concrete .1998

47 Transportation .1981

25 lulis cellaneous ,797 9
wood industries

22 Cordage, canvas .7964
cloth mi11s, eEc.

48 Radio broad- .1960
casting, Èelephone
& telegraph

52 Automobile .1920
operation

30 Iron & steel .L782
¡ni11s

46 Nonresidential .1855
construction

L2 Secondary fishery.1833
(a11 other)
i.e. not shellfish

Source: Czmanski, S., "Some Evidence of the Strengths of Linkages
betr¡een Groups of Rel-ated IndusÈries in Urban-Regional
Complexes", p. l.4B.
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...Ehe pervasiveness of links based on spatial proximity
rather than technícal affiníty in the subsystem falls in
line with theoretícal considerations and deserves careful
atrention. 1ol

Czamanski notes that one limitation of Èhe study is the use of fixed

coeffícients (thus atemporal or static). Roepke et al. state the

"groupíngs do not appear to be readily definable, and the nature of

the relationships among the composite industries Ís difficult to

understand."lO2 Conversely Latham states that the Czamanski complex

method results in components which are "frequenÈly those that one

r¡ouId expect Èo be associated with each other in some way.r'103 He

also criticizes Czamanskí's use of ínput-output tables, since the co-

effícients are aspatial and índusËrial complexes are defined as linked

and spatially proximate indusÈries.

Czamanski's second contribution, "SËudy of Clustering Indus-

tries,r' attempted to ídentífy:

...meaningful clusters of industrÍes related by stronger
and relatively more ímportant flows of goods and servíces
among themselves than with Èhe rest of the economy.l04

The study began by looking at flo!¡s between industries. The strength

of the links were described by the following four coefficients:105

101^Czamanskí, S., "Some Evidence of the Strengths of Linkages
between Groups of Related Industries in Urban-Regional- Complexesr"
p. 150.

102Ro"pk", H. et al., "A New Approach to Èhe rdentificatÍon
of Industrial Complexes Using lnput-Output Data," p. 16.

103_-'-Latham, W. R., "Needless Complexity in the Identification
of Industrial Cornplexesr" p. 47 .

104cr"r"rr"ki, S., "Study of Clustering Industriesr" p. 2.

1o5tui¿. , p. 4.
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Y

4.. = ll-1a" r.X. ."1 Jl

. x..D.. = 'll-
ta" r.x. .-J J1

in goods and services

indicates strength
of purehasing link

indicates strength
of selling link

from industry i to

Next a triangular E matrix vras constructed wíth the use of the a and

b coefficients.. The matrixts elements ("ij) were defined 11106

e.. = max (a... a... b... b..) for í >'i andr_J r.J- Jl_' l-J- Jl_'

ê.= = 0 for i S j.
r_J

The next step ínvolved the identifícation of preliminary

clusters in a number of stages (4) using three methods. For the first

method, the criËeri-on, tt...for íncluding a sector vJas a single strongest

link between any of the sect.ors already in the cluster and any of the

remainíng sectorst'.107 An e- column vector was. used for thís purpose
l-

and the entries were ranked which involved the inËerchanging of rows

and columns belonging to the triangular E matrix. The process can

be best described as follows:

...The second entry in the column vector was then the strongest
link that the origínal industry (the first entry) had with any
other sector ín the economy. The second industry r¡¡as represented
by Èhe adjoining column .r"ttot'. 108

The entries Lrere ordered. in the second vecÈor. Both vectorsr enÈries

vüere examined, from the Èop to the botÈom, for the strongest link with

any other acÈivity. The process stopped when "...the mean value of the

106Up. cl-t.,

1o7r¡i¿., p.

108_. . .
Ibr-cl . i p.

p. 5.

5.

5.
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entries among the industries in the cluster began to decline.. ,,109

In Èhe second rnethod the criterion for the inclusion of

sector \.ras not Èhe strongest link, as in the f irst method, but the

linkage strength v¡ith all industries in the clusËer. The triangular

E matrix was again used and ranking was again made but according to

the sum of the links of the industries. The result lvas a larger and

looser Èype of cluster..*

The thírd method involved the same procedure described in

"Some Empirical Evidence of the Strengths of Linkages Betr¡een Groups

of Related Industries in Urban-Regional Complexes", already revÍ-ewed.

The result of using that procedure \,Jas a larger cluster of even more

loosely related industries than those ensuing from any of the previbus

methods. Although the size of the three types of clusters varied,

the results r^/ere complimentary as seen in Table 8. Although in

agreement when applied to WashingÈon State input-output data, when used

with large U.S. data there \¡ras a Ëendency for the first two methods to

be "sidetracked whenever industries being added to the new clusters had

stronger ties with the industries of another clusÈer".110 Also r¿eaker

groupings ltere not studied since the process stopped when the mean value

of linkages began Èo decline. Thus only clusters of a small number of

the strongest grouping were defined. In overcoming Èhe above problems,

Czamanski decided to extracÈ indusÈries from those clusters ídentified

in steps one and two with linkage coefficients greater than .200. The

process of adding industríes stopped when new links connected industries

d

109^up.
*
The

U.S. Data.

cit. , p. 5.

various methods were applied to Washington State and

110c"rn"r,"ki, S., "Study of Clusteríng Industríes", p. 10.
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Table 8

(For Washington State)

Activities of Method

Method II Method IIIMethod I

Sawmills

Logging

Forestry

Pulp MÍ11s

Paperboard Mí1ls Paper Mi11s

Sav¡mi11s

Plywood

Logging

Other wood

Pu1pmil1s

Forestry

Paper Mi11s

Furniture and Fixtures

Paperboard l.fÍ11s

Sav¡mi11s

Logging

Forestry

Plywood

Pulp I'li11s

Paperboard Mi1ls Other ChemÍcals

Source: Czamanski, S., "Study of Clusteríng Industriesr"
P. 10.
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Ëhat were already of another cluster.

The various methods of the model r¡ere then used on the U.S.

478x478 input-output tab1e. The flows analysis diagram (Figure 7)

illustrates the entire procedure. The program begins at the 490 x 490

matrix (478 sect.ors, plus primary inputs and bill of goods). Because

of the limited funds available the matrix r,ras reduced to 772 x 172 size.

Nexr rhe A (A = X../L.X,.) and B (B = X../L.X..) I72 x 172 marricesr-J J aJ- 1] a 1:'
I,Jere computed. The construct.ion of the E matríx was made for the use

of Methods I and II. The inter-correlation matrix $¡as consÈrucÈed for

Method III. Combining the methods'yíelded 16 identifÍed clusters (Table

19). Latham criticized hís use of the rational input-output tâble since

ít r¿as too aggregated and would camouflage significanË relationships.

This was, however, taken care of when Czamanski added indusËries r¿ith

greater than .200 linkage coeffícients. One could critícize the analysis

as being aspaÈia1 but. this will be taken into account in his next

study

"Industrial Complex: Their Typology Structure and Relation to

Economic Development" by Daniel and Stan Czamanski was published to

provide three objecEives. The first was Èo identify "...functiona11y

structured spatial groupings of industri""".1l1 The second objective

was Èo study their main characteristics, rahich included size composÍtion,

internal flows, etc. Fina11y, the authors ¡¿ished Èo study the multiplier

effecÈ of their groupings.

The authors began by providing two definitions. First, an

industrial cluster is a "...group of industries connected by flows of

111_---Czamanski, S., "Industrial Complex: Their Typology Structure,
and Relation to Economic DevelopmeDt", p. 92.
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Figure 7

Flows Anal-ysis

Source: Czamanski, S., "Study of Clustering Industríes," p. 13.

Input-0utput Tape

Extract 490 Sectors

x matrix
(non-zero flows)

Rei.¡ce x matrix
to 172 sectors

(non-zero flor¡s)

Create 172 l.evel

x..
e = -*L matrix.)t. .

.'l aJ

Create I72 Tevel

x..'t1
B = --3- matrix

X

1lJ

Create intercorrelation
matrix

CreaËe E }fatrix

I{ethod TI: Clusters
Based on strongest
Sum of Links

lfethod III; Principal
Components Analysis

Ifethod I: clusters based
on single sËrongest link

Identification of ClusËers
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Table 9

16 Identified Clusters

Petro chemícals l^Iood and i'lood Products

Petroleum Paper and Printing

Tron and Steel Leather Products

Nonferrous Metals Conrnunications and Electric

AuËomotive Real EstaÈe

Food and Agrícultural
Products Services

Constructíon Recreation

TexÈiles Medícal Services
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goods and services slronger than those linkíng them to the other sectors

of the economy ."II2 Secondly, an industríal complex applies to a group

that is noË only related by flows of goods and services but also have

similar locational patterns. Therefore, one can recognize that an

industrial complex would be a part of or a subset of an industrial

clusÈer

Initially, identification of industrial clusters was Ëhe

priority. This was realized as in the previous study, where sixteen

clusters were found. The next sÈep vras to find wÍthin each cluster,

industries ¡¿ith. simÍ.lar locaÈional.patterns, i.e. índustrial complexes.

This ínvolved the problem.of urban orÍentation, that is, the extent to

which similar locational patterns were due to urban pull, in a work,

urbanization economies. This factor was accounted for by using popula-

tion as a measure in the following regression.ll3

E.-_=b. P_ +e. (i = 1,...161) (r= 1,...196)tfl-fr'

where E_.-- = employment in industry i in SMSA rl-r

P = oopulation of SMSA rr'

É. = resíduall-r

The parameter esÈimates highlighted the sígnificance of presumed

urbanization economies .

The authors then examined the extent of industrial mutual

aÈtraction by regressing the residuals of the above regression on

actual employment. Th.r",114

LI2---Op. cit. , p. 92.

114r¡i¿.r p. gh.

113r¡i4., p. g4.
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E = c + B. E.ij ij -i -jr

where e._ = residual for indusÈry and SMSAl-r"T

irj = two industries i and j

The above coefficients related expected size of employment in industry

i to industry j. As a measure of spatial association the above analysis

is limited in two \"/ays: Bij does not ordinarily equal 8.. (Í.e.

the relationship is asymmetrical), and size of employment affects the

coeffici-enË. Thus, a ne\,r index 
'¡as constructed æ b"1or,115

8,. B..
6 = LJ + Jr-' E. E.

J1

where B-. and 8.. are from 
"q,ntiorr"116rJ Jr-

Ei =q.. + 8.. E.r-JUJ

and

e, =*.. + 8.. E.J Jr- Jr 1

E. = n.,l_ ]./n

rÌ = number of SMSA's (196)

For all of the 16 clusters, there r¿ere 151 spatial 1ínks betr¿een

pairs of industri"".117 The relative number of spatially linked pairs

¡vere formed by the following forrnr.rl.,11B

2 i i r-./(n2-n)
i-l i=1 rJ

J

115
Op. cít., p.94.

116ruid., p. 95. 117ruia., p. 95. 118rura., p. 95.
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ij
n = number of industries

The number varied greatly from 1.2 in the construction cluster to 44.6

in leather producËs.119 Next the authors related the number of spatÍally

associated industries to those related by flows of goods and services.

They found high associations for various índustries such as Real Estate.

The authors cite Ëhree factors for the existence of complexes. These

!ùere: need of exchanging non-transportable services, cost of transportation

and mutual aÈtraction to labour and service sources.

The study also found, although only to a smal1 degree, the

presence of ínter-cluster spaËial associations. These occurred primarily

in two groups. The f irst of which r¡¡as composed of sectors such as

commercial printing, transportation services and banking, which were

serviåes needed by any enterprise at a new location. The other

group included sectors such as apparel, periodicals, paving, etc.,

whose explanation in terms of urban orientation r,Jas not removed enough

Èhrough the regression Ui, = biPi * rl,

D, and S. Czamanski then discussed the noËion of partial

complexes ¡.rhich was used to account for groupings that "...did not

contain all industries whose presence a pairwise analysis rnight indicate

as economically desirable".120 Partial complexes were defined as

groupings of industries belonging to a clusËer, sPatially relafed

119---Op. cít., p. 95.

12or¡ia., p. roo.
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ând meeting the following criteria:

1. at least three índustrie" pr"""rrr;121

2. no more than two industries nay be missing; and

3. at least one central industry of the cluster must be

present unless the full complex did not have one.

Accordingly, 171 partÍa1 complexes rdere identifíed as compared to 45

fu1l comp1"*.r.122

AtÈention r^ras switched to cluster size and was construed in
terms of both analytical (i.e. what is prevalent) and normative (i.e.

r,¡hat is optimum) objectives. Three criÈeria were used:

1. mean industrial size for each complex type;

2. 'minimization of the sum of squared deviations; and

3. minimization of interregíonal flows.

The first two crit.eria utílized emplo)¡ment for measurement whereas the

third used total output. For the first crÍteria it was found that the

average size was below 1001000 employees, but that mean size was not

relevant since the range of sÍze r¡/âs so great Èhat the standard devia-

tion was ofÈen larger than the mean for each complex. Results from

the second approach were based on a modified principal component

analysis, ",..taking as a poínt of departure either the average complex

size or the average absolute síze of the main central industry of the

complex, and de:riving the sizes of the other industries based on theír
relaÈive size dÍstribuEion".123 Results were greatly different in all

T2IÔp. cit., p. 100

1 
''.)-"r¡i¿. , p. 1oo.

1a1"'rbid., p. ro2.
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cases. The third method obtained the optimum size by having the fLows

of goods and services minimj-zed. Based on controversial assumptions

(i.e. closed economy), the results were again quíte different.

I{hen discussing murtiplier effects, the authors identified

Èhree component 
";I24

f. interindústry effects associated with backward linkages

of new activities;

income-consumptíon multiplier effects generated by Íncreased

employmenÈ and resulting in additional consumption expendi-

tures by the new employees;and

investment rnultipliers associated with the construction of

new productive facilities and rerated to increased demaná'

for new housing

The total effect of the firsÈ component involved two dimensions: those

multipliers which were produced within the cluster and those produced Ín

the v¡ho1e economy of the regíon. rn studying the first dimension, a

172 x L72 U.S. matrix \tas employed. Sixteen submaËrices corresponding

to each of the ídentified clusters \¡rere drawn from the matrix and

inverted. The sum of the columns indicated the multiplier effect

wÍthin Ëhe cl-uster. The second dimension \¡¡as analysed by the use of

12 regional input-output tables (vhich were all adjusted since their

sizes and classification varied). The t¡¡elve were adjusted by use of

grouping *"ttice"r125

L24-- '0p. cit. , p. I94.

)

a

125r¡i¿., p. 106.
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Tcr=G Tcr
.-cüIhere T-r = vector of relative secÈorial outputs in the cth complex

in the rth region

G'. = grouping matrix for the rth region

Tc = vectoï of relative sectorial outputs in the cth comprex
in the U.S. economy.

Thus, this type of rnultiplier effect lras estímated br1126

I Mc r = (1 - Ar¡-1 Tcr

where r Mc r --. vêctor of multipríer effects by regÍonaI sector
associated wiËh the int.roduction of the cth complex

Ar = matrix of regional technical coeffícients

Each rMcr's entry shows the operation level of an industry following

a complex introduction.

The second component, rncome-consumption MulÈiplier effect,

r¡as found by first finding the regional income effect and then the

consumption effect and combining them in the followÍng expressionrr2T

rcllri = e, (l-Ar)-t 
^a

where rcMri = income consumptíon murtiplier associated with
industry i in region j

et (1-ar¡= regional personal income change

Ac = vector of increases in consumption

In calculating the fnvestment Multiplier, four components r¿ere studied.

These were the industrial. investment effect, housj-ng effect, construction

industry r¡ultiplier and finally the combinati-on of the above three.128

l-26 ^-0p. cit. , pp. 106, L07

L27taia., p. Lo7.

128r¡i¿., p. 1oB.
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rNMcr = [Q' (1-Ar)-1 T" . ( î+ Ay) MH]e' (t-en)-lut
\/
\/\,/\/IndustrÍal investment Housing Construction
effect effect industry

multiplier

where INMcr = ínvestment multiplier, complex c, region r

MH = mean value of new housíng units

Qt = ror^r vecÈor of investments in plants per dollar output
by industry

H = housing start.s

Ur = column vector of input coefficienËs of the construction
industry in region r.

The last tlro components of the two multiplier effect r¡ere also used on

daÈa from 12 U.S. regions.

In comparing the various multipliers for the regions, a wide

range was found, with New York having the highest impact and MississÍppi

the l.owest. The auËhors remarked thaÈ the variarrce LTas due not to

regional size but to the "...presence in the local economy of industries

forming part of the complex to be introduced, or closely related to iËs

ut"*b"tr".129 D. and S. Czamanski concluded Èhat though urban orientation

does account for similar locational paÈÈerns Ín industries, so does

flows of goods and services. A1so, complexes form the base of industrial

sPatial organization due to Èheir total output share and their rel-ation

Èo the city neËwork. Moreover, since complexes have a tendency to locate

in groups, few regions possess a single complex.

Thus, the three proposed objectÍves of t.he study have been

completed. IdentificaÈion of industrial complexes r,¡as made as well as a

129 ^---Op. cit., p. 109
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sÊudy of Èheir characteristics and a study of their multiplier effects.

The authors have shown that relationships betr¿een simílar locational

patterns and flows of goods exist, and go on to offer explanations for

Èhese situations. Inter-cluster spatial associations and partial com-

plexes were also found. Complex sÍze was sÈudied for both analytÍcal

and normative purposes. Multiplier effects were broken dov¡n so as to

províde insight into the total effect.

In reviewing Czamanski t s various studies one can see the evolu-

tion of his final industrial complex analysÍs. rt began with studying

industrial linkages which allowed the identification of Índustrial

clusters. The next step Ínvolved the study of locational patterns of

industries. The cornbination of industrial cluster studies and geogra-

phic association led to the definition of an industrÍal complex and

the study of its size, composition and effect on the economy (i.e.

nultiplíer effects).

2.72 Latham's Alternatíve

I{i11íam R. Latharn's "Needless Complexity in the IdentÍfication

of Industrial Complexes" had two objectives. The first r,ras to offer

criticism to present methods of industrial complex identífication and

the second v¡as to present an alternative means for identifícaËíon.

In criticízing present methods of Czamanskí, Roepke et a1.,

Richter, etc. the author establíshed two points. The first was Ëhat

although the various auÈhors stress the spatial aspect in the defini-

tion of an industrÍa1- complex, their methods of Ídentification are

typically aspatial. Thus they are of limited use in terms of regional

planning which is a spaËial consideration, To prove his poínÈ he tested
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the geographical associations presented by the varÍous auËhors

results were inconsistent with theirs.

Furthermore, Latham argues thatr tt. . . some t complexes t identÍ-

fied by factor analysis are based upon relationshíps that are obvious

r¡ithout the use of factor analysis."130 He presented similar arguments

for oËher complex methods and thus feels Èhat Èhese methods are much

too complicated for the purpose, that is, they are a needless complexity.

After having presented these arguments, Latham next discussed

his alternative method for índustrial complex identification. The

first step Ínvolved Èhe selection of an industry from a group who were

found to have their location partly determined by industrial linkages.

"...The measure of location for each is the coefficíent of correlation

computed between each pair of industriesr emplol'rnent distributíon over

377 regíons ín Èhe U.S."131 In measuring the industríal linkage, a

- ¿ . .r32formula similar to those of Streít and Roepke et al. is used:---

Linkage.. = (rij,trurr) + (aij /í j^rj) + (rj r/lra..) +

(a../í.a..)
JI J Jl

ã. , = output whích í se1ls to j .
U

If the variation in the assocíation between indusÈries is significantly

explained by industrial línkages (i.e. in a regressíon), then, "......

industry is said to have its location deterrnined by linkag""..."133

Once this has been found for an activity, Èhe industry is related to

other industries in terms of industrial linkages and geographic

where

130_-Latham, W. R.,
of Industrial Complexes,"

l3tturo., p. 50.

"Needless Complexíty in the IdentíficatÍon
p. 45.

132ror¿., p. 50. 133rbrd., p. 5r.
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associations. A locational relatíonship exists v¡hen both relationships

are found for a pair of industries. This procedure is repeated until-

circularity (that ís, when an industry reappears at a different. stage

or cycle) or a relationship is found not to occur.

Results of this type of methodology when applied to u.s. input-

output daÈa are industrial complexes which are mutually interdependent

in nature. Thqy are self-conËained or closed. Although outside

relationships with other industries exist, Ëhey are not reciprocal. The

industrial complex ínterrel-ationships \rere tested against streit's

criteria, i.e

1. at a given level of significance the correlation coefficient

measures of geographic association should be greater than

zero; and

2. "the average value of the four linkage relationships between

the pairs is greater Èhan the average for at least one

member of the pair".134

All the pairs identified by Latham fulfiIled Streit's fi-rst criteria

while 13 of 15 fu]filled his second. Thus Latham concludes thar similar

complexes would be identified using both his and streitts methods.

In summary, LaÈhma, after críticizing previous methods in

identifying industrial complexes, offers an alternative which he sÈates

is more intuitively appealing. s. czamanski replied critically to

Lathamrs article in his "Needless Complexity in the IdentifícaÈion of

rndusÈrj-a1 cornpJ-exes: A comment". He begins with a discussion on

r34^-- '0p. cit . r p. 52 .
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simplicity. rt can, says czamanski, be in terms of a few assumpÈions

in a theoretical statement, or simplicity, can be the ability to

generalize a circumstance. However, these do not apply t.o Lathamts notion

of simplicity. Rather it is based on, "...agreement with conmon sense

and long familiar notions, and hence depends on his education and

cultural background".135 He further states that choice of approach

(graph theory, multivariate analyses, etc.) is not a matter of

simplicity or complexíty, but, "...depends upon how one defines terms

and how useful t.hey are ana1ytica11y".136 czamanski also states that

the use of the above approaches cannot be criticízed ín terms of

mathematical complexity since they are covered ín all introductory

sËatistics courses. He goes on to critícize Latham's belief that úis

meËhod is more appealing intuitively: "...rntuition is ngt the most

powerful criterion for choosing between alternative methods of analysír".137

Furthermore, czamanski states that LaÈham's objection Ëo the use of

input-output Èables as being aspatial is inconsistent with a later

sËateaent: t'...one should examine an input-output Èabre for an entire

counÈry to discover through less limited interrelationships what

industry might be most complimentary to those already pt.".nt".138

He thus criticizes Latham's ov¡n study as aspatial.

13s _---czamanski, s., "Needless complexíty in the rdentificatíon of
Industrial Complexes: A Comment.", p. 455.

136r¡i¿., p. 455. 137r¡i¿., p. 45s.

138_---Latham, W.R., "Needless Complexity in the Identification of
Industrial Complexês", p. 49.
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Conclusion

The literature reviewed can be divided into those studies that

are analytical (campbell, czamanski, LaËham, Richter, Roepke et al.,

and Streit) and those that atÈempt to determine an industrial complex

r¿hieh would be feasible in an undeveloped area (rsard, Hodge and L^/ong,

Klassen, Níjkamp). rt is rhe methods of the larter that holds

particular importance Ëo thís author, since it is the purpose of this

study Èo detennÍne a feasible co¡nbination of industries for NorÈhern

Manitoba. Each study offers its or.m advantages and disadvantages, and

it vrill be the nature and Ëhe extent of available data that will

determine an appropriate methodology which can be drarnn from these

precedents.

This study will adopt the underlying framev¿ork of Hodge and Inlongts

study of NorÈhern Ontario. Thus Èhe basics or core of the industrial

complex for northern Manitoba will be mineral production. Adopting this

basis over any other (e.g. wood production) is compatible v¡íth the

strengths of the resource base of northern Manitoba, although it does not

of course, preclude the use of other resources as foundations for

industrial diversifícation. rn short, the mineral based complex is

adopted primarily for terristic reasons.

Also dravm from the revierv of liËerature will be Isardrs use of

Èhe manipulatíon of an input-output tab1e. Despite criti-cism for being

aspatial, the input-output methodology has to be used in the absence of

any other indicarors for industrial development in virgin areas such

as northern ManiÈoba. A spatial aspect to the study will be íntroduced

when the location of the industrial complex has been determined.
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Before determining various activities associated with mineral
production, either through the use of an input-output tabr-e or

through other studies, a basíc understanding of mineral production is
in order. This will be attemptec in the next chapter where various
aspects such as its sÈages of production, inputs and outputs, by-products,
uses' and market conditíons wi-11 be discussed. rn addÍtion, Èhat

chapter r¿í11 relate the above discussion to the northern Manitoba
'' situation.
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3.1

CHAPTER 3

MINERAL PRODUCTION

Introduction

Before a mineral-based, industrial complex can be proposed

one must have a general understanding of the characteristics of mineral

production. rn this chapter, a discussion r¡ill be made of various

äspects of mineral production. This will ínclude its stages (i.e. min.ing,

milling, smelting and refining), inputs and outputs, by products and

market conditions. Although of a general nature, Èhe discussion will

attempÈ to relate to the northern Manitoba situation.

Llhen looking at a map of mineral resources in northern Manitoba

(Figure 8) one notices that three major base metals stand out. These

are nickel, copper and zinc. Also associated v¡ith these metals are gold

and silver. It will be these minerals that this chapter r¿il1 focus on.

Níckel

Recovery of nickel in northern Manitoba is primaríly from sulphide

ores (where nickel and other minerals such as copper, gold, silver, is

combined with sulphur) through hard-rock miníng. After the mÍnera1 has

been mined the nickel has to be extracted from the sulphide ores through

milling, smelting and refining, each step decreasing the bulk and thereby

increasing the nickel content or concentratÍon.
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Mflllng mechanically separates the nlckel sulphide fron worrhless

rock minerals (gangue) by crusbing the ore to a pu1p. Each of the

mlneralsr grain have "very discrete boundari.""139 which makes tt possible

to seParate the varlous minerals present from each other. This fs done

through both froth flotation and magnetic separati-on.

A nickel.'concentrate Ís then achieved after the pulp has had the

water removed- From here the concentrate moves to the smelting stage which

ínvolves three stages; roasting, smelting, and converting.

Roastlng involves the oxÍdiåation of lron sulphide while the

nicker t.her important minerals (copper, gold, silver) remain in

sulphide form. There are three Èypes of roasters; head roaster, fluíd bed

roaster, and sintering roaster. Incots Thompson site uses the second one.

Next, the smeltlng sÈage melts the concentrate so thar the wanted

material is formed into a matte while the rest becomes slag. Although

roastíng oxidizes the iron leaving the nickel in sulphíde forn, the two

are still inseparable. However, if there is enough silica introduced

into the molten maÈerial the iron joins iË to form an iron silicate s1ag.

The slag 1s therefore separable from.the sulphide since the melt divides

into layers, the slag floating on the top of the matte because it is

lighter. There are also several methods of snelÈÍng: blast furnace

sme1tlng, reverberaÈory furnace smelting, flash srnelting, and electrice

furnace snelting. rncors Thompson site uses the final process. This

ßethod derlves lts heat from either fuels or sulphides, or form electric

Power.

139uor,rr, G., "The Nickel rndustry, A Ref erence Study.,, p. rI2.
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Once most of the íron and nearly all the gangue material has

been separated, it is further processed to make the matte üore pure.

This is done in the converting stage. Here, air is blown through the

maÈte combining with the íron Ëo form iron oxide and sulphur to form

sulphur dioxide. The sulphur dioxide, is then lost as a gas. I^Ihen

silica flux is introduced, it combínes with the iron oxide to form iron

silicate slag which is returned to the semlter furnace. The resulting

purer convertes maËte is "...solidified in moulds or else granulated

for further processing.. ."140

Sme.lters are usually lcoated near the mine (along !¡ith the mills)

for obvious reasons, Much of the concenLrate ís made up of unusable

materÍal, i.e. needless weight which ín transport cost terms means

needless expense. Also since the smelter is exothermic .(generates its

ov¡n heat) and therefore the fuel requirement is minímal, transport costs

of fuel is not an imporËant factor. Since, in order to be economical,

the smelters are typically 1arge, requiring large capital ÍnvesÈments,

not al-l mines can afford them.

It is here Ëhat v/e can introduce

smelting (these also apply to refining

srnelting refers to the pracÈicel

terms customs and Lo11

for the same reason). Custom

the

and

"...by which a company owning a smelter and refinery undertakes

t.o sme1t, refine and market the mine output of another company."l/+1

To11 smelting and toI1 refining refers toi

140
Op. cit. , p. I77 .

141urqrrh" rt, Elízabeth, The
An Organization Study", p. 66.

Canadian Nonferrous Metals Industry;
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t'...a company or^ming a smelter or refinery undertakes the

process of smelting or refining the product of another company on a

fee basis and reËurns t.he refined meÈa1 to the orrner for marketing."l42

The semlter belonging to Èhe Hudson Bay Miníng and smelting co. Lrd.,

Ín Flin Flon provides servíces on a cusÈom b""i".143 rn fact, in 1972,

cusÈom work amounted to L5% of its srnelter feed. In turn, Canada Copper

Refiners LÈd., in Montreal, Èo11 refínes the blister copper from Hudson

Bayts smelter;. Incots Thompson smelters and refineries, howeveï,

prirnarily handle ouÈput from their or"rn mines.

The next step is the refining stage. This is to further separate

the nickel from other important minerals or un\,ranted materials that may

be stilI presenÈ. In electrolytical refining the slab of sti1l crude

nickel (jusË having been smelted) is placed in a ce1l wíth a sheet of

already refined nickel (called Lhe "startíng sheet"). The two forms

of the metal are immersed in a conductive solution called the electrolyte.

In consequence, bot,h the nickel slab and sheet are electrically connected.

Voltage is created so that electrons are "pumped" out of the slabs

(making it negaÈive, which in turn is now called an anode) into the

refined sheet (making it positive, a cathode), this being made possible

through the elecÈrica11y conductíve solutíon, the electrolyËe. The

current. causes the nickel and impuritíes of the slab to dissolve into

t.he electrolyte. The solution is removed and purified and then returned.

142
op. cir. , p. 66.

143rui¿., p. 67
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The nickel in the solution then adjoins the caÈhode. After several

days the caËhodes, which are from 3/8 to 3/4" thick and 2' x 3' in

sÍze, (in the shape of plates) are r.*o.r.d.144 After having been

washed and "pickled" they are sheared into various sizes and shipped.

As wíth the other processes, there are several types of electro-

refíning methods. Incors Thompson site uses the electrowining

technique. (0f Inco's total smelted nickel produced in Manitoba 75"A

is refined at the Thompson site while the remaining 252 ís sent to

Incors refinery in l^Iale").145 The output of the nickel refÍnery, in

turn, becomes the input for fabrication ínto final products. However,

1itt1e if any of the nicke,l produced.in northern Manitoba is processed

beyond Èhe refining stage.

The principal use of níckel is its application as an alloying

element. other important uses are as p1ati.ng, construction steels,

iron and steel castings, and ín copper and brass products. Nickel is

utilized ín various industrial categories; in transport.ation (ship-

building, automotive), general consumer and commercial products

(household hardware), industrial machinery and equipment (electrical

machinery), electroplating (appliences), as well as miscellaneous

products (coinage).

Market Characteristics of Nickel

Canada produced 43iZ of Èhe world productíon of nickel in 7972.146

This amount was prÍnarily produced by Inco (80"/) .I47 Because of this

Inco had a large role in nickel price determination both domestically

144uorr"r, G., "The Nickel rndustry, A Reference study", p. 65.

1Å5--"Urquhart, Elizabeth, "The Canadian Nonferrous Metals IndusÈry;
Organization Study", p. 57.

146rbid.; p. 14.

An

147rui¿. r p. rr/1
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and internati-onal1y. The price for both markets are Èhe same, f.o.b.

Port Colborne. ThÍs dominance is, however, changing due to the

inÈroduction of several sma1l firms whích are now gaining ín size.

There are other reasons for this increased sharing of the market. For

instance, there is not market segregation for any of the producers, and

there has been an increase in the number of nickel products. A1so,

class rr primary nickel products are being substituted for class I

Products. These factors have served to íncrease competition thereby

converting virtual monopoly posítion into an oligopoly situation.

A major market for canadían ni-ckel is the united states. we

send them 78% of our refíned nícke1 (which is 50"/. of all nickel- exporrs).148

hlhen observing Figure 10 one notices that níckel prices are

characÈeristically sEable. This is doe to an inelastic demand schedule.

Changes in prices do not significantly effect consumer demand. This is

primarily due to two reasons. The first is that nickel ís substitutable

for other meÈals in manufacturing. secondly, it is such a smal1 part

of the total cost in manufacturing, that a change in its price would

leave the total production costs relatively unchanged.

Summary

rn sumrnary, the process of nickel production includes mining,

mi11ing, smelting and refining. It is primarily utilízeð. as an alloying

element and is used in several industrial categories including

transporÈation, consumer and conunercial products eÈc. rts primary

producer is Inco although iÈs domination (as least in Canada) has been

decreasing. Nickel prices have been relatively stable throughout the

years due Èo an inelastic characterístic of its demand.

148
Op. cit., p, 2L
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Copper

The production of copper follows similar lines to nickel, i.e.

mining, mílling, smelting, refining (electrolytic) and finally

fabrication. As was mentioned previously Ëhe Hudson Bayts Smelter at

Flin Flon custom smelts copper from the su.rrounding area including one

half of Èhe Gordon-Sherritt mine in Fox Lake and most of the copper

concentrates in Saskatchewan. The resultíng blister, as had been

states, is sent to the Canadian Copper Refiners Ltd. in Montreal.

Refined copper comes out as cathodes (plates) and shapes (which

includes.ingots, cakes, bíllets, and wire bars which are cast from

copper caÈhodes). These are inputs to the fabrication sÈage. Princípa1

uses of copper are for electrical equipment (wíre, Èubes, sheeÈs, 
"rti-pr)

and as an alloying element (brass and bronze). It is a1.so used in

fabricated metal products (valves and pipe fittings); non-electrical

machínery (pumps and compressors), and transportation equipment (motor

vehicles and parts). IÈs principal competitive substitutes are aluminum

(as a substitute for copper electrical wire and cable), plastic (substi-

tuting copper pipes for plumbing), and zinc (against brass and bronze).

Market Conditions

In the international scene, Canadian producers of copper are

price takers, that is, the international metal market sets prices which

affecËs our producers. This fo11ovùs from the fact that Canadian

productíon is, at I37" of world production,I49 not in a position to

dominate world markets on íts own. Again Èhe United SÈates ís a major

market. Of total copper exports 52% is sent in refined form of whích 4I"/.

r490p. cit., p. 20.
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is sent to the u.s.150 Four percent is sent to the u.S., in unrefined

concentrat. fotr.151 Domestically, canadian producers are able to
influence the domestic market since only four producers sell refined

copPer in Canada, the important ones in Manitoba being Hudson Bay Mining

and Smelting Co. Ltd., Sherritt Gordon and Inco.

copper is subject to great price fluctuations, as can be seen

from Figure 11. This fluctuation is evident not only on a year to year

basis, but even wÍthin the year. This is characteristic of both domestic

and internaËional prices. There are perhaps three maj or reasons for
this' First of..a11 a highlycyclicaldemand exists due to iÈs importance

in the construction trade.s. secondly, sources of copper are many, the

more importanÈ ones being Èhe united states, soviet union, chÍ1e, zambia,

and zaire, as well as canada. Because of their number and obvi-ous

geographic, economic and political differences, certain developments in
these countrÍes r'¿il1 effect copper prices. For example, political

unrest in countries such as Chile and Zaire interrupÈs supplies which

have obvious effects on prices. Furthermore, for these countries,

supplies of copper may have little to do with market conditions of supply

and demand but with need for forei-gn exchange. rn Zambia, for example,

copper exports are the main source of foreign exchange.

Summary

rn summary, wê have seen that the product.ion of copper involves

basically the same production process as nickel. Manitobars only

copper smelter belongs to the Hudson Bay Miníng and smelting co. Ltd.

in Flin Flon which, however, does not refine its minerals but sends the

blister copper to Montreal for that purpose.

150^- -Op. ciÈ. , p. 2I. l5lrui¿. , p. 2r.
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Copper has a variety of uses but it is primarily for electrical

equipment.

Internationally, Canadian producers are price takers, though

domestically they do have ínfluence.

3.4 Zinc

Zinc production follows an almost identical process pattern as

copper and nickel production. The ore is mined and then crushed and

concentrated in míl1s. Roasting is the next major sÈep followed by

refining. Although there are several rnethods of zinc processing, the

.electrolytic process has several rnajor advantages. Firstly, ít a11ows

low-grade zinc processíng which coult not otherwise have been economically

smelted. Secondly, a higher grade of meËa1 results. Thirdly, a higher

percentage of zinc is obtaíned and fína11y, other metals ordinarily

lost in smelting are recovered.

Hudson Bay Mining and Smelting Co. Ltd., which is locaÈed in

Flin Flon, cusÈom treats concentraËes of mining companies from the

surrounding area and from norÈhr4Testern Ontario. This type of source

makes up a great percentage of Èhe total feedstock for the smelter

although as a percentage of Canadian output it is quite smalf.

Zinc is principally used for galvanizing (347") dÍe-casting (247.),

brass (2I"Á), and sheet zinc (g"/.) 'n152 industries such as construction

and transportation. Its principal substitutes are vinyl coaÈed steel

(against galvanized steel) and plasÈics (against die-casting for automobiles).

L52ûop]-thorne,
Analysis of a Metal

L.W., "The Use of Linear Programming in the Econornic
Industry: The Case of Nicke1", p. 7.
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Market Characteristics

There are several interesting features of the zinc market.

First, the Canadian zinc industry produces 27"/" of non-conrnunisÈ world

ouÈput, which is an amount two times greaÈer than the next largest
. 153producer.--' Furthermore, several Canadian producers are of the same

size as Èhe largest firm elsewhere. Thus, one may observe that Canadian

producers play an important role ín the world market wiÈh implications

for price-setting. For example, the London Metal Exchange (which handles

most of the non-North American sales of nickel and copper) plays a sma11

role in setting zínc prices outside North America (on1y 5%).

Zinc concenÈrate exports are two-thirds of total zinc exports

and the U.S. is again a major market depending on imports to fulfilI

half of its domestíc needs. We can thus sunmarize the above features

by stating that although no single fÍrm sets zinc prices internationally,

stillr. since Canadian zinc producers are members of an oligopoly and

produce important shares of the total output, they can influence the

price of the meta1. "At least their reactions to price changes must

be considered by any price leader. The influence of the Canadian firms

appears to have grown since 1972. Since then, on at leasË t'u¡o occasions,

a Canadian firm has been an international price leader."154

Although Europe refines 901l of iÈs needs and Canada supplieg

onl-y 57" of the remainder, European zinc refineries need to import half

of their concenÈrate requirements. Canada supplies 251Z of thir.155

15 3__--"Urquhart, ElizabeÈh, "The Canadian Nonferrous MeËals Industry:
An Organization Study", p. I32.

t54_. ..rbid.. 133.

155_..,-"- Ibid., p. 133.
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Furthermore, canadian exporÈs of zinc concentrate to Japan are an

important source of inputs for Japanese smelter and refineries (about

n"ô.156 A1so, canadian zinc producers supply more than harf of u.s.

imports.

ExamínaËion of prices berween ]-960 and r974 (Figure 12), shows

relative stability. There are perhaps two reasons for this. Fírst of

all, individual zinc producers are 1arge, and are organized oligo-

politsticalry. Moreover, worldwide research programs are made so as

to find ne\¡¡ uses for zinc and thus maintaining a buoyant market. This

research is carried out by the International Lead-Zínc Organization.

Fluctuati.ons thaÈ do occur are a result of the fact that,

...;zínc prices are ínexÈricably bound, through forward
linkages, to industries (automobile manufacture, construction,
dornesÈic applíances) that are most vulnerable to shifts in the
1eve1 of regional and worl_d economíc conditions. I57

Summary

rn summary, rdê have seen that the only processoï of zinc ín

Manítoba is the Hudson Bay Mining and smelting co. Lrd., in FIÍn Flon

which has, as a large percentage of its feedsÈock, zinc from other mj-nes

which it custom refines. IË is also apparent that Canadian producers do

influence domesËic and international prices. canadian zinc exports

are important in Europe, Japan and the united states. Also, it was

learned that the markeË was typífied by stable prices.

156
Opi cit. , p. I34.

15Tcopithorne, L.w., "The use of
Analysis of a MeËal lndusÈry: The Case

Linear Programrning in Èhe Economíc
of Nickel", p. 4,
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3.5 By-Products

Extracted sulphide ores when concentrated contain other valuable

maÈerials and gangue as well as the princípa1 mineral. For example,

nickel ores in Thompson contain 132 copper. This copper is just not

separated and then joined together with the slag but is separated and

transporËed t.o copper smelters and refineries for further processing.

Much of the silver and gold produced are by-products of the base metals.

Gold is predominantly found in copper. The Hudson Bay Mining and

smelting co. Ltd. produced 44 thousand troy ounces of gold in ].]972

(as well as selenium and c"d*i,m).158 Gold producÈíon as a by-product

has been decreasing noticeably due to íts production being largely

influenced by condítions in Ëhe market for copper r¡hich determines

the total volume of copper production. Principal manufacÈuring uses of

gold are jewellery (its principal competitíve substirute beÍng silver),

dentistry and electronics.

Gold prices are affected by factors other than demand and supply.

Hj-st.orically it has been used for coÍnage and presently it has been

used by central banks for monetary reserves. "Hence, the príce of gold

was deterrnined by government decree and its international movements by

government regulaÈio.r."159 However, this characterisÈic has been changing

to t¡here gold prices have been becoming affected more by the same factors

as other commoditíes, namely, market fluctuations in demand.

ls8urq,rh"rË, Elizabeth, "The Canadian Nonferrous MeÈal-s Industry:
An OrganizaÈion Studyr', p. 50.

159rui-¿., p. L44.
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Gold exchanges prirnarily occur

exchanges do occur in several places

the l{innipeg Commodíty exchange.

London and Zurich although

the United States and also 1n

1n

in

Gold prices' as shown in Figure 13, have been rising quite

rapidly.

silver is commonly found in copper, copper-nickel ores, and in
lead-zinc ores and is recovered in the refinery process of t.hese base

metals. rts prirnary use is in jewellery and silverware (its main

substi-tute being go1d, and stainless tableware) photographic materials

and x-ray fi1m.

since B5z of silver.,mined ín canada is a by-product of base

metal rníning, this irnplies that silver produetion (as with gold) may

respond more to changes in the market conditions for base metals than

to changes in the price of silver itself.160

Canadian sÍlver producers accounted for IB"/" of world production

ín 1972 (the Hudson Bay Mining and smelting co. Ltd., produced 25"A oÍ

the total Canadian producÈion) making Canada the largest single producer

of silr.r.161 Nevertheless, canadian firms are stil1 price takers; a

state of affairs attributable to several factors. First of all, the

production of each of the other leading producers is near to the CanadÍan

amount, the residual being widely spread among many countries. Secondly,

only one world silver market exists and therefore great competition

among the producers exisÈs. Fina11y, there are alternative sources of

supply of silver other Èhan mine and by-producÈ production. Specifically,

760 --""0p. ciË. , p. 16.

16lrbid. , p. 141.
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this alternative is from scrap, demonitized coin, and privately and

publicly held stocks. This source amounted to between 35:l and 507" of

toÈal supply over the years 1971 to 1974.762

Figure 14 shor,rs a relatÍve steady silver príce from 1960 to 1967

followed by a somewhat flucÈuating but rising price from then on. The

former charaeterÍstic is due to U.S. government involvement j-n the silver

market (suspending sales at a given príce) . However in 1967, the united

States government no longer influenced the prÍce and it became controlled

so1e1y by rnarket forces

Summary

Evidently, gold and silver produetion is largely a by-product

from base metal processing. In both cases CanadÍan producers are price-

takers , f or t.he various reasons mentioned. Príces r¡rere seen to change

from a steady pattern to a rising fluctuating one due to a change in

governinenË involvement .

3.6 Backr¿ard- Línkages

This chapter has described the various aspects of mineral

production. However, every stage in the process ínvolves many other

external activities. The relationship between these acÈivities and the

stages can be inrerpreted as backr¿ard linkages, which is properly

defined as,

A backward linkage exists when an industry purchases
intermediate inputs from suppliers. The rnining indust.ry,
for example, buys machinery and equipment, business service,
chemical produets, and the like from other indusÈries. 163

" lu'or. cir. , p. 141.

163ni"k.t, P.E. et al., "Economic ImpacÈs and Linkages of the
Canadían Mining Industry'r, p. 33.
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The linkages for this study Þ¡ere found ín Èhe "Input-Output StrucÈure

of the canadian Economy, 1961 - 1974, and will be presented along with

the proposed complex.

3.7 Summary and Conclusion

This chapter briefly described mineral production. The main

points discussed rÀlere..the processes ínvolved in mineral production, uses

of the refined products (i.e. nickel, copper, zínc, silver and gold),

Èheir market characteristics and also how all these related to the

Manítoban sÍtuati-on. This last feature was done by discussing how much

of the mineral r¡ras processed in Manitoba, by what company, and hov¡ much

that company produced in relation to canadian and world production.'.

One may conclude from the discussion t\,/o main points. First,

ÈhaË the rnajor metals Èo be processed by thr: l,rojected industrial

complex for norËhern Manitoba should be confined to nickel, copper,

zínc, gold and silver because of their regíonal availability. Secondly,

that the nucleus of the complex should be the main processing stages

(i.e. mi11ing, smelting, refining) upon which an integrated structure

can be developed. Acceptance of these two points sets Èhe stage for

consideration of the constituents of the proposed complex.
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CHAPTER 4

CONSTRUCTION OF THE INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX

4.I Introduction

The prer.rious chapter has discussed various aspecÈs of mineral

production, namely nickel, copper, zinc, gold and silver. This chapter

will begin by presenting a wide range of activíties which are either

dírectly linked or associaÈed with the production stages of the various

meË41s. The next step in this study will be the narrowing dovan of the

activities by using certain criteria. These are:

1) minimum strength of the linkage coefficienÈ

2) minimum íncome requirements (in terrns of íncome multipliers)

3) mínimum employment requírements (in terms of employment
mult ipliers )

Finally a simple comparative transportation cost analysis will

be done to determine a suitable site for Ëhe industrial complex.

4.2 Justífication of Procedure

rn designing an índustrial complex, one may quesÈion the use of

such criteria, as linkage strength, minimum income multiplier and minimum

employment nrultiplier over any other method. The justification for these

Particular criteria lies ín the purpose of this study, which is to find a

combination of industries which vrould best fit the region of Northern

Manitoba. Accordingly, the area was studied for its physical characterisËics

so as to find what resources could be exploited.
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subsequently, all industries that are associated with these

resourees are to be identífíed. So as to make cerÈain the activities
within the industrial comprex would support each oÈherrs growth, a

study should be made to see which activities are most complementary

and would support each otherts growth (i.e. lÍnkage study).

Hor¿ever, Èhe industries chosen should also benefit Èhe region's
population roo, in Eerms of income as well as employment. Absolute

values mean 1itt1e. For example, capital intensíve activities such as

metal fabrication require litt1e employment either in terms of man hours

or numbers of men. However, how much ernployment does this activity
create Èhroughout the comp.lex and region? This is better answered via
an employment multiplier study. As r¿ell, an income multi_plier study

gives a beÈter understanding of the potential of the activity. rn

absolute terms, the first few years of an industry may show losses

raËher than profíts. Thus on that basis the indusÈry would be discounted.

However, its income nulÈiplier would indicate how much income it wou]d

create within the system if it r¡rere to be included in the complex. For

the above reasons, an income and emplol"rnent multiplier analyses are to
be used in the study.

rn terms of choosing a site for the complex one strong assumption

is made and that is that'none of the existing Ëovms have any pre-existing

advantages over any other sites. Specifically, the following factors are

inoperative in the set of to¡¡ns:

1. greater capital availability for some rather

2. greater labour availability for some rather

3. cheaper labour existing at some places

4. greater degree of infrastructure developmenÈ

than others

than others

in certain towns
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5. none of the indusÈries to be in Èhe complex are pre-existing
in a site (e.g. .a smelter in Thompson).

Thus, the only locational criteria ín choosing an industrj_al complex

location is transportation costs.

A criticism made of several of the sÈudies reviewed in Chapter 2

r¿ere their aspatial nature; especially when applying input-output analysis.
This study suffers from the same drar¿back sínce it also draws from the

canadian national input-output table. Hor¿ever, when considering that
the region is assumed to be underdeveloped use of this table was the

only alternative. An ínput-output table constructed for Manítoba by

.regional authorities could have been used, but its validity has been 
..

questioned. Alternatively, statistics Canada has produced an input-output
table for ManÍtoba based on naÈional- data, but ít was too aggregate in
naËure. Thus only the national table was considered reasonably valid
for this analysis. use of it, of course, demands one brave assumption,

namely, that the technical coefficients at Èhe national 1eve1s woul_d

aPP1y, or be analogous to the regional leve1, in this case Northern lrlanÍÈoba

Other assumpÈions are also made when utilízj.ng input-ouËput tables

generally. For instance, implicít in the use of the Èable is the

assumpÈion that its technical coeffícients are constant over time. rn

other r,¿ords, Èhe amounË one industry corrsumes of another industrvrs
product (as an ínput) is saíd Ëo be Èhe same over a period of time.

This means that although technology may change, the requiremenÈs of

an indust.ry are assumed to be unchanged. This static nature of the

model also applies Èo market share of the industry, price, eÈc. This

t¿ill be amplifíed in the discussion on multiplier analysis.

rn conclusion, although many procedures are possíble ín the

construction and location of an industrial complex, the above lists
reasons for the choice of thÍs procedure.
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ïdentification of Linkages

The first step requires ídentifyíng all industries associated

with rnineral production and their varíous products (i.e. in terms of

both backward (input) and forward (output) línkages). This was done by

both studying the "rnput-output strucËure of the canadian Economy,

L96r-74; and various studies made on míneral production (i.e. their
input requirements, their outputs). As a result on the input side

these índustries were identified in Table 10.

Each industry and their associated inputs as displayed in Table 11.

Each column (drar,m from the "rnput-output structure of the canadian

Economy' L96L-L974") indícates the distribution, in millions of dol1ars,

of inputs conrnodities for each industry.

4.4 Linlcage--Coeif ficients

Linkage coeffícients \,rere obtained by dividing an industry's

expendiÈure on one input by that industryrs Èota1 expenditure on all

of its inpuÈs (Table 12).

Table 13 shows the industríes that are associated with mineral-

production on the output side. Table 14, also drawn from the "rnpur-

output. Structure of the canadian Economy, 1961-1974", shows the

distribution of output commodities, in terms of rnillions of dollars,
for each indusÈry. Table 15 exhibits the linkage coefficients.
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Table 10

Industries Associated with

Mi_nera1 Production (Input Side)

1. Metal Mines

Gold Mlnes

Uranium Mines

Iron Mines

Base Metal and Other Metal Mines

Non-Meta1 Þlines and quarries

- A'sbestos Mines

- Gypsum Mines

- Salt Mines

- Other Non-Metal Mines

- Quarries and Sand-piÈs

Services Indicental to Miníng

Wood Industries
- Sawmills

- Veneer and Plywood I'lills
- Sash and Door and Planing Mil1s

- I^Iooden Box Factories

- Coffin and Casket Industries
- Miscellaneous Industries

Primary Metal Industries
- Iron and Steel Industry

- Steel Pipe and Tube Mil1s

- Alumínum Smelting and Refining

- Other Smelting and Refining

3.

4.

5.
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Table 10 (conrinued)

- Alurninum Rolling and Extruding

- Copper and A11oy Rollíng
- Metal and Extruding

6. Metal Fabricating IndusÈries

- Boiler and plate Works

- Fabrícated Stiuctural Metal Industries
- Ornamental and Archítectural Metal Industries
- Metal Stamp Press and Coating TndusËries

- l,lire and Lr]ire products Manufacturers

- Hardr¿are Tool and Cutlery Manufacturers
- Heating Equipment Manufacturers

- Machine Shops

- Miscellaneous Metal Fabricating Industries

7. Electrical Products Industries
- Sma1l Electrical Appliances

- Major Appliances Electrical and non.

- Radio and Television Recei_vers

. - Conrnunications Equipment Manufacturers

- Manufacturers of Electrical Industrial Equipment

- Battery Manufacturers

- Manufacturers of Electric Lrire and Cable

- Manufacturers of Miscellaneous Electric wire and cable

8. Non-MeËal Mineral Production fndustries
- Cement Manufacturing

- Lime ManufacËuring

- Concrete Products Manufacturers

- Ready-mix Concrete ManufacÈuring

- Clay Products Manufaeturíng

- Refractories Manufacturing

- Stone Product.s Manufacturing

- Other non-meÈallic Products Industries
- Glass and Glass Products Manufacturing
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Table 10 (continued)

- Abrasives Manufacturing

9. Petroleum and Coal Production

- PeÈroleun Refineries
- OÈher Petroleum and Coal Production Industries

10. Chernical and Chemícal Production

- Manufacturers of mixed fertílizers
- Manufacturers of Plastics and Synthetics
- Manufacturers of Pharmaceuticals and Medicine

- Paint and Varnish l"lanufacturing

- Manufacturers of Soap and Cleaning Compounds

- ManufacÈurers of Toilet preparations

- Manufact,urers of Industrial Chemicals

- Other Chernical Industries

11. ConstrucÈion Industry

- Repair Construction

- Residential Construction

- Non-residential Construction

- Road-highway Airstrip Construction

- Gas and 0i1 Facilities Construction
- Dams and Irrigatíon Projects
- Railway, Telephone and Telegraph ConstrucËion

- OÈher Engineering ConstrucÈion

- Construction Other Activities

L2, Electric Power, Gas and Other Urilities
- Electric Por¿er

- Gas Distribution
- I^Iater and Other Utilities
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Table 10 (continued)

13. Operating, Office, Lab and Food

- Operating Supplies

- Cafeteria RequiremenÈs

- Office Supplies

- Laboratory Supplies

- Machinery Repair Services
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Âlcolrollc Beverages'
'l ob¿cco I'roc. Unm¡n.
C-fßilrettes 6 Tob.Hfg.
'l lres & lr¡l)es
Other Rubher lrod.
Irl¡stlc l:¿rb. Pr¡rd.
l,r,;rtlrcr & l,eatlt. I'ro(1.
Y¡ rns & Ifl¡l M¿¡rle l. i brcs
l irl)ri(ìs

Table 1l-

Backward (Input) Matrix (Aggregatlon - t{-) Lg74

Millions of L97L Dollars

Serviccs
Non-ltletal Incidcntal
llines & to
Qu_a.¡rl_es_ M¡¡_ !S"¿

.l
0.1

1.7 1.6
1.9 2.2

16.5

Non-
¡fc ta 1 ¡lc ta I
Fabricatlng ElecÈrlca1 I\tincral
lt.Ilr.s_trirs !r_o_d_uj!l_ l!9lþ!!

0.1

0.1 0.3
t5.:r
3.2

l.t 1.0 rì.q
t.7 1.0 100.9

o.2

0. t

71 .1

!¡r,t\r,1¡,t.t,.s

Petrol Chenlcal &

& CoaI Chemlcal Const,
.ryg!u.rinn ro,.t_r_gn !q".qI

r.2
0.1 6.9
o.2 4.4

I r.8

'I .2

5.9
o.7 1.2

IUl4.t 0.1
2.4 l5.l
3.7 65.0

t5.2
o.6
0.4

1.5
o.7

1.1
14.1

1 .4 18.6 1 .1
7.t r7.¡J 7.4

0.6 ().(r o.rì
o.2 0.8 ¿.¿

Electric oper-
PoHer at iotìs
Gas,0ther 0f f i ce

!Lt_l_! !t_'=r L"_Þcl ..4

¿.t
l4.B

1.5

9.1
54 .6

r0. l
0.¿

86.8
62.1

:t. I
25.9

l.l
'12.)

20. I
t4.7

160.5
t) .4
88.6

172.2

88 .0
l8l.l

I'ri ma ry
¡lctaI
f nl us t ries

25.2
1.0 2t .4

o.4 10.4 195.2
0.6

t.0 0.5
t.4 7.¿t

2t5 .7
1415.5
1.ì5.2

11
12. r
28.6

I
H
H
¡.)

I



Èlera I
Çsrreglsle-q I[!:!.n"

Other Textlle t'rod, .7
lloisery & Knlt.Wear
Clothlng 6 

^ccess.Luml,er &'[imber
Veneer 6 Plyuood
0tlr. W¡¡od F'ah. ¡ftl
Fur¡riture É Flxtures
l'u lp

Table 11

Backward (Inpur) Marríx (Aggregarion _ M) Ig74

Millions of I97I Dollars

News p r l nt 6Otlr . Pape r
Paper f'roducts
I'rlntlng ó PubL.
¡\dvert tslng Prlnt
lron ó Steel Prod.
,/llumlnum I,roducts
Copper 6 Cop, 

^lloyNlckel Products
O¡lrer Non-1.-errous Ht I
Bol lers.Tanks& I'lates
ljab. Struct. Metal
0ther Met. l'ab. I'rod-
Â¡¡rlcultural Maeh. .
0ther I ndust. Hach.
Motor Vehlc les
I\foter Vehtcle Parts
0Llrer 'l ransl)ort Equlp
Âpp. E Receiv, ilhld.
{ltlrcr Elec. Products
Cemerrt & Concrete
(ìLlrer Non-Èlet.Mlrr. l)rod.
(;as 6 l¡uel Ou
other l,etr.& Corl f,rod
I ndustrial (ilre¡ùic¡ Is
l"e rt lllzers

Servlces
Non-Metal Inctdental

'Mlnes & to
q1a¡¡rss_ [i-.ilq_ wr.4

I.2 o.B

0.4 18rì.1
76.5

o.8 gl.o
Ll

9.1
6.6 4.3
.2 t). I

1.6 10.9 0.5
9.3

0.9
14.t

15.7 6.4 0. I

o.6
0.1

3.I 0.l
.-l

0.6 24,2
l.J.l 5.0 to.2
5.4 2.'t f.6
3.7 0.t lJ.5

.1

42 .4

2.6
4.4

28.5

1 .7

6.4
2U.6

5.7
lu. t

Hetal
Fabrlcatlng
I_!,lur tlf !s

0.6

o,

3.9
0.I

0.1
2L .l
o.2

911.6
142.9

6rJ .6
20.2
2t.6
I t.6

115.7
198.8

{).1
16 .4
t.0

ItÌ.4

5.9
lo.l

40.9
5.fi
1.7

to.5

Non _

Hetal
Electrlcal M tneral
ry"d!S!_E_ lfq,L':!

1.0 0.1

2.t l 0

5.7 L.6
2.4

o.7 te.8'\2.J 2.t.8
L.2 0.1

129.0 g.4
90.9 0.5

216.'t o.'ì
9.9 0.1

18.9 4.5
9.7

l).3 1.2
t48.6 22.4

46.9 t.7
o.2
t.8

0.1
86.l

fr0l¡.2 4.q
t(ìl.z'l-ì.4 66.2

2.1 26.4
l.l 7.t

l¡9. 1 )5 -7

Petrol
& (loa I
Irelsl!9!

Chemlcal &

Chenl ca 1

lrq4.*_lrl

1.0

2.1

' 5.4
1.6

75.6
7.5

0.5
7.5
t.6
o.2

22.tl

o.2
5) .7

o.2

24.5
22.1

114.4
5ft0. I

l4 -7

0.1

Electrlc
Pope r

ConsÈ. GJS,Othe¡
!g'.ll¿ u!_itfr_i"q

80. 6

208 .4
14t.7
50t .4
14.6

67.2
51 .2

1.0

528.0
6.8

28. 8

7.8
lttî ,4
721.8
790. I

250. l

ll.0

8.6
726.O
701 .7
391.9 12.4
70.4 o.7
9fì .0
il.¡:ì
0.6

Oper-
atlons ¡rimary
0ffice ÌletîI
_L:,!6_Ig"_d_ -]n,1'jjf!t

ls. 7

14.5
2.7 6.2

o.7 5.5

10.7 0.8
254 .6 4 .0
408.0 0. L

11.0 364.5
21t.9

1.7 219.0
19.7

5.7 246.1
2,O

2.O
411 .2 10r. 4

2.8
?92.8 5l .9

¿t67 .2
1.6 0.4
6.4 0.2

259.9 t.6

36.4 59.8
28 .0

5 .2 40.0
87.5 tû.1.
6.8 0.t

t2.8

0.6

0.9

0.8
56.I
6.1

I

F
F
UJ

I



Metal
gqryIqd_l t .Ler ¡["ut
I'harnaceut 1c¿1s
Otlrer Chemlcal Prod. 35.1
Scienclflc Equlp.
0ther MtB. Products
Res.ldent lal Const,
Non-lìeeldent lal Const
Repatr Constructlon 43.2
lllpel lne Transport. 1.9
l ransp. 6 Srorage 28.0
Radto & l'V Broadcast.
lelephone & l'elegraph 5.1
I'ostal Servlces
Electr{c l)ouer 68.5
otl¡er UtIl lrfes j,z
Wlrolesale Harglns 31.7
Reta I I Marglns l. I
lmputcd Rent Omer
Otlìer Fln, Ins., R.E. 64.9
lluslness Servlces 60,0
Educ¡rtlon Servtces
llea I Ll¡ Servlces '

^musement 
t tlec,Ser,i.

i1r:r:om.6 Food Serv.
l)rlrer ['ers Á Hisc Serv l6,O
I ransport. M¿¡rgln 19 .6(ìDer¡ttng,OfllcetLab ll6.l
'l ravcl, Adv. & l,romo. 6,ll
Nrìn-Cor¡pet -lnA Itrports
tJ¡r¿rl loc. Imports 6 Exl,.
l nrl I rcct l axes 66. I
Srrbslrlles (l().1)

Table 11

Backward (Input) Marrl-x (Aggregation - M) Ig74

Millions of I97I Dollars

Non-Hc t â I
Mlnes &

Qu¡l.!1sg

Servlccs
lncidcntsl llctal
to Fal)rlcating Electrlcal
llininB l,,lood Indust rles products

12.1 0.8 14.5 19.{ 21,4
5. I 14.2

o.7 2.9 4,7

8.4 0.1 13.6 tl.z 8.4
1.8 2.0 4.O I . 

(.)

7 .5 15.6 2.s 6.7 9.6

2.1 t.o to.z 2).9 26.3o.2 o.2 r.l .).2 
1.5

L7.t1 3.4 29.1 22.1 th.j
3.1 4.3 6..ì 1.0

14.0 4.6 79.8 90.8 {J-}.2
0.9 0.5 t.2 7.2 t.l

2L.t 1l.l 42.4 47.2 55.9
9.2 4.5 16.5 AL.g 18.:]

10.7 2.) 20.6 20.J to.l
5.1 2.O 7t.8 7(r.t ht.O

90.8 40,8 157.8 t4r).5 q6.0
4.6 11.8 1 9.8 ô t .5 tr2 .6

17 .6 4.1 i2,6 37 .4 2e .1
(o'6) (l'l) (t.2)

SOtill(ill:'llte lnpul-OutpuL Structuro oI tlre Can¡trli;l¡r Iicorrr¡rny in Const;tnL l)rlces,.l¿rlrlc l/¡9.

Non-
|letal I'ctroI
Ifineral & (ioal

Erd..9 Proclrctlm

9.2 95.4
0.5

't2 .6 23.4

8.I 61.6
9 .7 1¿.9 .l
1.9 1.8

9.7 8.-ì
L0 l.l

3',1.8 20.1
15.8 It.5
14.7 6.9
0.8

2t.t 3t.9
14..Ì l5.B

15.6 5.6
6).8 14.8

l2(r.l 15.9
24.6 3t. I

0.1

]t.5 t8.¿
(0.6) ( ¡.4)

Chcmlca1 6

Chemlca 1 Cons t.
!¡_r¡r._!_þn Indus try

51.8 ¡08.0
'l ll .9 27 .6

0.7 95.3
16.7

18.9 10.9
24.3 0.6
6.7 150.5

28.6 19.0
6.7 3.2

69.8 11.0
f2.t 0.4
72.7 819.1
t.B ioo.o

67.8 321 .7
59 .6 680.0

34.6 2e7 .9
tot.0 321 ,4
l4i.'l 252.2
t9r.6 .t01.9

0.8

51.6 1057.2
(:Ì.9)

Elcctric Oper-
l'oçe'r at lons
C¡s,Other 0fficeutl!'r&e LqEIggg

19.4
207.¿
19).J

67 .8

t16.2
¡6.6
3.4

8.9

23.4
24.2
ll.2 678.0
1.2 2f4.6

4t.0
21.O

20.1 1145.5
Ir.t 171.6
39 .4
14 .4

4.7
57 .4

92.6 569,6
(_Ì5.2)

lrim¡¡y
¡letal
I"{"rl¡1gf

u.0
0.1
o.3

J7.9
rl.l
t0.9

r7.6
t-2

l0rì . 9
)t t

221 .1
Ì.0

311.5
40.0

t7.5
124.i
286 .3
26.5

60. 7

(0.2 )

I
F
ts
.È..
I



Hera I
Ç-¡,nry,j-_t!-e€ Ibç:
(ìra lns
Llve.4nlmals
Other Agrlc, I'rod.
Dorestry f'rod.
Flsh Land tnp
lluntin¡g E Trap. Prod.
Iron ores ó ConcenÈ. ,001
Otlrer Meral Ores 6 C. .OO2
Coa[ .001
Crurle Hlneral Ol ls
N¡turål (ìås .00f
No¡r-Meta1. ¡flnerals,006
Serv. Inc, to Mlntng .O5l
lle¿t Products
Dalry I'roducts
t'lsh Products
Fruits 6 Vegetables
l'eed s
Flour,l.lheat ú Oth.Cer.
Break. Cerlal6Bak, l)rod.
Su¡Ìa r :
Hlsc. Food Prodrrct
Soft Drlnks
Âlc<¡lrol ic lleveragds
'I obacc¡t Proc . [,nrnan.
Cls. 6 tobacco Mtg.
'l l res & 'l ubes
Otlrcìr l(utìber Prod,
PLast ic liab. I,rod.
l,eirLltcr 6 l,eatlì. pr(r(1.
\'¡rns l' Mitn ¡l.r(le lrll)r0s
Iirlrr I r:s

Services
Non-Metsl Incldental
Mines 6 to
Quarries lflntng Hood

.282

Table 12

Linkage Coefficíents

(Backv¡ard)

Ifetal
Irabrlcatlng Dlectrlcal
lndustrles Pro(lucts

.002 .001

.005 .004
,o2f

Non-
l\letal PeÊro1
Itltneral & Coal
Il._gdlr! !¡"¿'.ëg

l_nil!-s,t_r_if!:

Chenlcal 6
(;lìemlcal Const,
I!'g'_sl-Ls !@y

.008
- 002

.624
. oo5 .00 1

,053 .00 I

,004
.01(Ì

.002 . oo5

Electric Oper-
Power aL lons
Cas,Other Office
$tti_tf"l L'_.Ue_Lo:,I

.005

.003

.0t7

,001

.01l

.009

. 001

.004

.005

.003

.oo2

. 001
.005
.0ll
.002

.00 2

.oo4

.0 l8 .005
.0t0

.00¿

.(ìol

. (x)."

,{)ol

I'ri ma ¡y
llcta I
I4s{4s:_

-oo¿

. 001
.008 .01 I

. 015

.o22
, 001
.002
.005

I
H
H
L¡
I

.024



¡fctfll
Comod_lt l_es lllnn.,l

{)ther Texttle I'rod,
llolsery 6 Knlt. Hear
CIotl¡lng Accessorles
Lumbcr 6'llmber
Veneer 6 l'lywood
l)tlrer Wood Fal,. Mtl
l'urnlture 6 Flxtt¡res
I'rr I p
Newsprint É Oth.Paper
Paper Products
Prlnt lng 6 I,ubl.
Âdvertlstng I'rtnt
lron & Steel Products

^lumlt¡um 
l,ro¡lr¡cts

C()pper ú Cop. Alloy
Nlck(ìl l,roducts
Otlìer Norr-Ferrous Èlt1
Boflers, lanks 6 I'lates
l-ab. Strucc, MctaÌ
Ot he r Me t . Fat¡ I'rod .
Âgrtcul.tural Mach. .
Otlrer ln(lust. Mach.
¡fotor Vehlcles
Motor Vehlcle ParÈs '
0tlrer'l r¿nsport Equtp

^pt)llances 
6 Recetv.llll

Otlrer Fllectrlc¡l prod.
Uemcnt 6 Concrete
Otlrer Non-Hct.Mln. prod,
(ì¿s & llueI OlI
otlìer l'eLr.& Coal I'rod
I n(lrrsLr Iítl Chcn¡ic;rl s
ljerLllIzr:rs

Non-ìfctal
Hincs &
(ì!-a_r1¡*

.004

. 00I

.00t

.009

.002

Services
lncldcntal
to
[i'ti!c_ y¡Ìq!

.069

.o21)

. 0'r0

.oot

. o0l

. 
.002

.o20
. 001

.005

.01l

.o12

.006

.009
.004 . o0¿
,004 .tlot

.0(ì5

Table 12

Linkage Coefficients

(Backward)

¡fet¡ 1

I¡abricating
l.l-,! Lr,tJ.' t l_

.002

.001

.005

.20'l

.0lt

.ot5

.0rì4

. o{)6

. o0'.)

.ol0

.087

.004

.004

.00I

.002

.009

.0r) I

.0r) I

,002

.001

.002

.01r.

.001

.oo2

.0 il,

.oo2

.oo7

E l ect¡lcrl
Lr!,q-,," q.

,001

. 001

.t)01

.008

.01]

.0:t l

.05fi

. oo:t

.010

.0Í)2

.00.t

. 018

.ol2

. 001

î r'j
. t56

.009

.{)ot

.00 I

.0t5

Non-
¡leta1 Petrol
ìllncral & Co¡1
.!'..,,,!'-C! llruflf_._t]qt

. o0l

.002

.0r I

.0t2 .00 I

.005

.o(\2

.00 I

.012 .00/,

.oo2

. 001

.0tì7

.0 J5

.Ol1¡

.or)4 .OIq

.ol4 .f)t):t

. 001
-ot8
.007
. of)5

Chcnlcal &

Chcmlca I Cons t.
]1.1-,llLg_t_r_o],.- l,_¿,'.j:¿

.00 I .004

.01r

. oo8
.oot .o27

. 001
.oo2

.004' .o21 .o0l
.002

.029
.002
, 001 .002

.006
.008
. 0-19

. 01 5 .o43

.o0l .01I

.002

.039

. 018
.007 .021
.006 .004
.0 Ì¡Ì .005
. 16¿ .(n I

. (Xl./¡

Elcctrlc Opcr-
Power at lons
(;fls,Other Office
llt i_.1_t c_lo" t-_.!_a_f._od_

.006

.002

Prlmåry
¡lcta1
I:Ilu1¡l,l".'_

.001

.001

.001

.060

. 0'ì8

.0l6

. 00:)

.040

.017

.009

.002

. 018

.05!)

.002

.001

. 061

.lt7

.069

.00 I

.0 t8

.005
.010
. ,001

.ot l

.oot

I
H
H
o\
I

.0t0

.005

.007

.006



Mersl
co-lnlrld ,! t&s- ¡rtno_"

I'l¡armaceut lca 1s
0ther (ihenical l,rod. .014
Sclenrlflc Equlp.
Otlrr'r I.lfg. I'roducts
Resldent lal Constrrrction
Non-fìes ldent lal Co¡tst.
Repair Constructlon ,OI1
Pfpel lne lransporr, .O0l
'l ransport . 6 Stilrage ,0l I
Rðd10 & 'lV Broad.
'lelephone ó Ielegraph .002
||ostal Servlces
Ele(:trlc Power .026
Otlrer llrlll.tles .001
l.lht¡ les¿rle Harglns
ReÈaI I Margtns
lnputed Rent (Ìmer
Otl¡er F'in, , Ins, , R.E. ,O25
Buslness Servl.ces .021
lìdr¡catlon Servlces
llealth servlces ..

Amusement 6 Rec..Serü.

^ccom.6 
Food Serv.

Other Pers 6 Mlsc Serv .006'fransport. Mar¡lln .009
Operatlng Offfce Lab .l2Z'l'ravel, r\dv & l,romotlon ,00_J
Non-C()ftpct tng lmports
lln¡ I Ioc.. lmports Á lrxÞ.

Non-Me t a I
'Hines &

Qre¡4_os
.o17

Serv{ ce s
Inctdental
to
{!slu_ !¡,-d_

.ol 1 .005

,005
. .00t

.o29 .00 t

.006 . 001¡

.006 .01 I

.002
.008 .029
, 001

.o24 .0 I 6

.008 .006

.004 .008

.OO4 .02f)

.o7t .058

.025 .007

.008 .0 I 2

Table 12

Linkage Coefficíenr

(Backward)

.0I1

.002

.0t0

. 001

.lJz4

.004

.0ì9

. 001

.o29

.0ll

IfeÈa1
Ffll)rlcat lng
,I_n.i,ElIl_os

.008
.00 I
.00 t

.oo2

.00r

. 001

.005

. 001

.005

.001

. o20

. 010

. 009

.004

.o17

.0lt

.01,ì

.008
Iodlrect laxes
Subsirlles

Non_
Metal

Electrlcal Mlncral
!I!d"_g$._ I,roducr

.0 I 6 .005

. 0D4

.001 .007

. 002 .004
.005

.002 .001

.oo7 .00 5

.001 .oot

.00/r .0lB

. 00 I .008

.o21. .Ott,

.014 .0t I

.0t0 .{)08

.00 I .008

.0 I 2 ,0]4

.025 . (xì()

.o24 ,0 t I

.008 .0 I 7

.0r5

.007

. l rt.A

.006

.026

.004

Petrol
E Coal
r.'oc|fSgS"

.o32

.008

.02l

.051

.00 I

.00'J

.007

.o02

.o0l

Chemlcal &

Chenical Const,
ll9.,l"_q!trn f¡!f*:¿

.0 l5

.0 I 7 .006
.0() I

.005 . 005

. .005 .001
.007
.oo2 .008

.008 .oo2

.oît2

.019 .001

.009

.020 .045

. 001 .006

Electric Oper-
Power atlons
Cas,Othcr Ottfcc
UcrUli:l 41"_r¿

. 001

.0lr

. 029

.010

.037

.005

. 001

. 001

.00 I

.007

.008

.004 .100
. 015

.0tl

.o07

.006 . 169

.004 .02 5

.0ì l
,005

.001

. 00ft
. o l0 .084

(.0il )

.0t I

.0t2

.002
,005
.0t:Ì
.01 I

. oo6

Prlmaly
¡lctal
I_'rq!:J_rr9r

.00 2

.006

. 002

.002

.00 3

.018
, 001
.0tó

. 019 .01 8

.017 .0.li

.010 .016

.028 .018

.oì9 ,olt!

.o54 .006

.0t5 .05i

I

H
H
!
I

.006
-oo7

.003

.0 20

.o47

. 001r

.0t0
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Table 13

Industries Associ.ated with

Mineral Pro_duction (OutpuË Side)

1. Metal Mines

- Gold Mines

- Urani-ur¡ Mines

- Iron Mines

- Base Metal Mines

2. Primary Metal Industries

- fron and Steel Industry

- Steel Pipe and Tube Mil1s

- Iron Foundries

- Aluminum Smelting and Refiníng

- OÈher Smelting and Refining
- Aluminum Rollíng and ExÈruding

- Copper and Alloy Rolling
- MeËal Casting and Extruding

3. Metal Fabricating Industries
- Boiler and Plate Llorks

- Fabricated Structural Metal Industries
- Ornamental and Architectural Metal IndusËries

- Metal Stamp Press and Coating IndustrÍes
- I^Iire and inlire Products Manufacturers

- Hardr¿are Tool and Cutlery Manufacturers

- Heating Equipment Manufacturers

- Machine Shops

- Ìuliscellaneous Metal Fabricating Industríes
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Table 13 (continued)

4. Machinery Industries

- Agricultural Implement Industry

- Miscellaneous Machinery and Equipment Manufaeturing

- Commercial Refrigerator and Aír-Conditioníng Manufacturing

- Office and Store Machinery Manufacturers

5. Transportation Equipment Industries
- Aircraft and Parts Manufacturing

- Motor Vehicles Manufacturers

- Truck Body and Trailer Manufacturers

- Motor Vehicle Parts and Accessories Manufacturers

- Railroad Rolling SËock Industries
- Shipbuilding and Repaír

- Míscellaneous Transportation Equipment Industríes

6. Electrical ProducËs Industries

- Sma11 Electrical Appliances

- Major Appliances Electrical and non.

- Radio and Televísion Receivers

- Communícation Equípment Manufacturers

- Manufacturers of Electrical Industrial Equipment

- Battery Manufacturers

- Manufacturers of Electric l^Jire and Cable

- Manufacturers of Miscellaneous Electric Wire and Cable

7. ConsËrucËion Industry

- Repair ConsËruction

- Resídential Construction

- Non-residentía1 Construction

- Road-highway Airstrip ConstrucËion

- Gas and 0i1 Facilities Construction

- Dams and IrrigaËion Projects

- Railway, Telephone and Telegraph Construct.ion

- Other Engineering ConstrucËion

- ConsËruction, OÈher AcÈivities
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Table 14 (continued)
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Other Manufactr¡red I,roducts
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Table 14 (continued)

Forward (Outpur) Matrix (Aggregatlons - M) Ig74
(Míllions of l97L Dollars)
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Educatlon Services
llealth Servlces

^nusernent 
& Rccre¡tlon Sorvlccs

Àccc¡mnrodation ó f(,r)d Servlces
Otlrer I'ersonal 6 Hlsc, Servlces
'lransportat lon Margins
OperatlnB, ()[l1ce, l,ab ô Food
'I ravel, Âdvertlslng É I'ronoÈiDn

Table 14 (continued)

Forward (Output) Marrix (Aggregations - M) Lgl4

(Míllions of I97L Dollars)

Me ta1
ILI_ILeji

Prlnary Hctal Transport,
Metô1 Fåbrlcatl ng lfachlnery Equlpncnt
Industrles Indusrrics_ I!!:f_s_r_f_igg _l-L,turr¡Se

0.6 t.8 1.2 1.7
0.9 40.8 46.9 .s5.7

Source: llte InDur-OutDut Structrtre

l2 .0
3.1
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40.9 114.8
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Cra lns
Llve Ànlmal s
Other 

^grlcultural 
Products

torestry I'roducts
Flsh Lan<llngs
lluntlng, and'frapptnB ftroducts
lron 0res & Concentrates
Other ¡lfetaI Ores I Concentrates
C(ìa I
Crurle Mineral Olls
Natural (.ias

Non-¡\1etalllc Hlnerals
Servlces Incldental to Hinlng
Meat ['roducts
Flsh l'roducrs
l'rults 6 Veg,eLables I'reparatlons
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BreakIast Cereal & [ìakery l,ro(lucts
Sugar
Hlsc. Food Products
Soft Drlnks
Alcohollc llcverages
'I'obaccc¡ I'rocessed Utìfl¡anrtfact(tred
Clgarettes 6 Iobacco Mfg.
Tlres ó lubes
Otlrer Rubber I'rodtrcts

Table 15

Llnkage Coefficients

Output (Forward)

prlmary
Heta I I'tctal
Ìflnes lndustrles
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Fabrlcatlng Machlnery Equipmcnt
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Table 15 (contlnued)

Linkage Coefficients

Output (Forward)
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Table 15 (continued)

Linkage Coefficients

Output (Forward)
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4.5 Minimum Strength

The fírst thing one notices vrhen glancing at Èhe associated

activities of mining and prímary metal industries is their number. These,

hor¿ever, will be narrowed dov¡n by utilizíng the various criteria listed

ín the introduction of this chapter. Accordíngly, the fírst criteria is

mínimum linkage. Todd in his book "Polaríza|Lon and the Regional

Problem, Manufacturing ín Nova Scotia, Lg60-Lg73rr states that,

"...funcLíonal connection is generally presumed to be
present only when one industry sel1s at least '1/nth'
of its output to the oËher (where 'nt is the total of
tl,zo-\^ray transactions) or alternatively, if it buys 1.t l/nrh-' oï more of the other's product 

- 
(ni"r,t. t ,' lgag¡ .,,164

For example, when delimitíng the Minimum Backward Línkages, for Metal

Mines, a critícal limit of .027 was used, that is 1 divided by 37

(the number of commodity inputs ín Metal Mines). Tables 16 anð, 17

dísplay the results for both the input and output side, respectively.

A commbdity would be íncluded in the maËrix if its linkage coeffi-cient

was greater than the critical limit. An exception to this rule would

be if although its linkage coeffícient was lower than the lo¡¡er limit

in one industry, sây lower than .027 as in Metal Mines, but hígher in

another industry (I^/ood rndustry) , then its value would be enËered in

Ëhe matrix for both industries.

164Todd, o., "PoTarization and the Regional problêffi", p. 83.
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l. lron Ores 6 Concetrtrates
2. Other l.fetal Ores 6 Concentråtes
3. Iron 6 SteeI l,rr¡ducts
4. Âlr¡mlnum I,roducts
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Multiplier Analysis

Before further delimíting the activities via a minimum multiplier

criteria, a review of the technique of multiplier analysis is in order.

First of all, a multíplier measures Ëhe impact of an actívity on an

economy, i.e. in aggregate or a regíon ín terms of either income or

employment. That is to say, if a inillion dollars were injected ínto

the economy (1et us say by increasing the output of an industry by one

million dollars \,rorth) the multíp1ier would indicate how much income

or employmenË would arise from that injection.

As with most models, there are certain assumptíons linked ruith

the use of multiplier analysis and these also may act as limitations.

Bucovetsky in his paper, "A Study of the Role of the Resource IndusËries

in the canadian Economy" states that use of an rnput-output Table in

order to determine a multiplier index presupposes t\,,/o assumptions. His

technical assumption is "...thaË each industry utilizes commodity inputs

in fixed proportions..." and "...economics of scale and capaeity limíts

are negle.t.d".165 His market share assumption states. . . "thaË each

índustry has a consËant share of Èhe market for the cornmoditj-es ít

produces. . .tt and that tt. . . imports of each commodity are proportional to

domestic use of the commodity...r'166

Nickel et al's "Economic rmpacts and Linkages of the canadian

Mining Industry" also notes furÈher assumptions accompanying the use of

an rnput-Output table ¡¡hich includes supply elasticity, fixed input

proportions, similar consumer expendiËure, no commodity substitution

and finally, stable prices.

765.L66_-Bucovetsky,
in the Canadian Economy",

M.W., "A Study of the Resource Industries
p. 18.
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The above authors also menÈion other assumptions related to

multiplier analysis. Among them are "...fixed investment and other

final demands includíng exports, neglect all financial consíderations,

neglecÈ Ëhe exchange rate and capital flows ..."167

A further limitation of multiplier analysis is that iÈ is

possible for Ëhe multiplier index to overstate an impact. For instance,

a large industrial expenditure would more 1ike1y increase prices which

in turn, would result in greater compeÈition for goods and services

thereby increasing interest rates and thus reducing investment.

Another lnteresting point made by Nickel et a1. is that when

one is engaged in a multiplier study one assumes Ëhat the regionts

economy is running at less than full capacíty. Therefore, when there

is increased spending the economy will benefit from multiplier effects.

Ho¡^tever, the closer the economy is to full capacity tt...then bottlenecks

may prevent the fu1l realization of the predicted effects".168 Bucovetsky,s

method in determining the impact of an industry r,ras to shutdov¡n a sector

of the economy and compare it to what is actual (í.e. the control run).

The use of thís method assumes continued spending by employees of the

turned-off industryr ro price change or substitution and "...capital

expendítures for all non-turned off Índustries beíng held constant".169

oPen

could

BoËh income and employrnent impacËs were determined. Because an

input-output table was utílized (and therefore no induced effects

167
Op ".:cit . , p. 19 .

168*i"k"1, P.8., et a1., "Economic Linkages of the Canadian Mining
Industry", p. 8.

169_---Bucovetsky, M.W. r ttA

Canadian Economy", p. 37.

be observed) Nickel et. al. decided to 1ab1e the impacts as ratios

SËudy of the Resource IndusËries ín Ëhe
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rather than as multipliers. Bucovetsky used this type of input-ouËput

model over a closed one because of the latterts ínherent disadvantages

following from its assumpÈion of proportional changes in consumer

spending associated r¿ith income changes. He feels that the open model

overestimates induced effects since tt...on the one hand it makes no

allowance for income induced investment spending unless it is closed with

respect to investment. But on the other hand, it makes no allowance for

the resilience of the economy in the fact of priee and exchange rate

adjustment"".170

' To calculate the ratios Bucovetsky divided the primary effect of

a secËor by the direct effect. The primary effect is the "...difference

in aggregate values for each índícator between the shut-dovm run and the

conËro1 run...thus represents total earnings or employment lost due to

the non-existence of the suppressed industry".ITL It includes both

direct and indírect effect. Direct effects are the "...direct contribu-

tion the shut down industry makes to factor earnings and employ^enL".I72

The difference between the primary effect and the direct effect v¡as Èhe

indirect effect representing indicators of impacts on downstream industries.

Bucovetsky began by suppressing primary resource industries

(mining, forestry, etc.) where both direct and backward indirect effects

were found. Then to find forward indirect effects several "downstream"

industries r¡/ere suppressed (sawmíIls, pulp and papermills, smelting and

refiníng) . To take into account "third stage" indusËries, pipeline

170 op. .cit. . p. 24.

L7L, 
"',oru., P. 40.
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transport \,ras suppressed as well as the manufacturing industries and the

primary resource sector. Next, the prímary resource sector v¡as divided

into tr^ro components, mining and forestry. Both were fitted inÈo the

analysis as separate components. finally, the prímary resource sector

¡¿as divided into three secËors. In one run there was mining (non-fuel)

with base metal smelting and refi-níng. The second run had coal mining

¡¿hile the thírd one included petroleum and gas we11s.

Although the specific results are not important here, an ínÈerestíng

note is that the size of the ratios !,/ere somer¿hat related to industrial

size. Níckel et al. explain this by stating that large índustries may

have internal transactions not 1abe1led as "línkages" since linkages are

transactions betr¿een and not wíthin industríes. However, sma1l índustries

would obviously be ínclined to undertake transactions with other industries,

because of their inability to internaLíze all processes of producËion.

"Thus,.the smaller the size of the índustry group examined, the greater

will be the proportion of industry activity Ëhat is classified as linkages

and the larger the ratio".L73

In McCulla and Stahlts "Quantítatíve Impact of Minerals on Canadian

Economic Development: A Partial Analysis", income, employment and investment

impacts are studied as well as tv¡o types of multipliers effects. The fírst

is the gross production rnultiplier "...which measures the total value of

goods and servíces generated by the production of one dollar worth of the

1'74t' 'Ni"kal ,
Industry'r, p. 38.

P.E., et a1., "Economic Linkages of the Canadian Mining
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commodity".IT4 This rnultíplier indícates the number of linkages related

to the activity and thus the higher the multiplier index ". . . the greater

r.+i11 be the intersectional línkages from commodity production".175

l^Iith the use of 1966 Canadian Input-Output Tables, income impacts

were analysed wiÈh the household sector assumed closed. This meant that

households were.brought into the "basic transactions matrí*"rr76 and that

household income, via an t'aggregate consumption function'r177 rorrld return

to this basic transactions matrix. This would enable calculation of the

induced impact (not present in Bucqvetskyrs study since his model was

open) , because:

"The final demand for a commodity generates the direct ímpact,

i.e. Èhe production of the commodity itself; the índirect impact measures

the value of intermediate goods and services requíred in the production

of the commodity; and the induced impact i.e. the value of demand for

goods and services generated by income flowing to the household sec¡or".fTB

The second type of multiplier used is the employment multiplier.

It is the ratio of direct employment lihich is "...man-years of employment

directly required in the production of one mí1líon dollars worth of each
170

commodity. . .tt-' ' and total employment , whích is the tt. . . total employment

in the economy generated. by the mí1lion dollars of commodity production.t'180

L74'775[cCu11a, D.J. and J.E. stah1, "Quantitative rmpact of Minerals
on Canadian Economic DevelopmenÈ: A Partial Analysis", p. 1

l-76'r77['ckel, P.E. et a]- ., "Economíc Linkages of the canadian
Míning Industry", p. 39.

178¡,t"c,rua, D.J. and J.E. Stahl, "Quantitative
on Canadian Economic Development: A partial Analysis",

179'1Borbid., p. 2.

Impact of Minerals
p. 10
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McCulla and Stahlts study compared impacts (both income and ernploy-

ment) at various stages in mining as well as with other commodities.

rncorne ratÍos found by Bucovetsky showed little relationshíp between ratio
size and industrial cl-assification. "The result i-s of some ínterest, for
it casts some doubt on generarizations based on such broad industry
groups'"181 Mcculla and Stahlts income multipliers were smaller and the
differences between each r{ere negligible. As for employment multipliers
boËh authors found that activities in the early mineral production sËages

v/ere not subsÈantia1ly different from those i-n later stages.

rn.D' Toddts "Polarizaxion and the Regional problem" a description
was made of obtaining multipliers by Í-nvertíng an rnput-output table.
Thís Leonteif inversion of the rnput-output table results in the foilowing
expressio nrr82

x - (1-A)-1 y

where x=grossoutput

y = final demand

I = ídentíty matríx

A = matrix of interindustry technÍca1 coefficients

-1 = indicates that the parenthesized item is inverted
The above expression indicates "...aggregate (regional in our case) gross

output as a function of exogenous final demand."183 Because the parenthe-

sized item indicates requÍrements for each industry (i.e. each entry in it
is an "interdependency coefficien¡"184¡ then when rnultiplied by final demand

l8\i.t.t, p.E. et al ., "Economic Linkages of the canadian Min1ngIndustry", p. 38.

182rod¿, D., "porarizatíon and the Regional probrêilì,,, p. 113
183'184rbid., p. 113.
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x=(r+A+a2+e3+ )y

v

k

etc

requirement of final demand

total of products demanded by intermediate sectors

products requíred to produce inputs needed by
other industries.

IX

AY

A3

rf the demands for each acÈivity are toÈalled the result. would be "...a

measure of the sectorial income multiplier for each industrrrr.136

Todd offers an example of a multiplíer study performed by Levitt

(1969) r¿ho compuËed both income and employment multiplíers for Nova

ScoËia utilizing both 1960 regional accounts and estimated final demand

for 1960 as wel1. Three Èypes of multipliers vrere estimated each varied

in the degree of closure of the economy. The first nultiplier r¡ras

"...derived from only the intermediate matrix of interÍndustry relaÈions

...measures are obtained of direct and indírect change per unit increase

in final d.ttnd".187 The second multiplier also included. Ëhe household

sector which also estimates induced change due to changed in consumer

spending. Finally the third multiplier "...further includes loca1 public

sector activities in the processing quandrant. . . "188 which ". . . reduces

leakages even further by makíng allor¿ances for imports, federal government

transfer payments and capiËa1 consumptio.r".189 As to be expected the

multipliers for each actívity increased as the degree of closure increased.

185 .186^--- '-- -0p. cit. , p. 113.

187,188,189 lbid . , ,p, rr4
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Summary

Multiplier effect

Total Effect i.e. direcË (a prirnary) and indirect effect

Direct effecÈ

This bríef íntroduction inÈo multiplier analysis has described

Èhree types of models. The fírst used an open rnput-output model

capturing "direct effects". The second used a closed model which enabled

the observation of "induced effects". Finally the third inverted the

rnput-output Table and varied its degree of closure for three types of

mu1Èipliers. Usage of any of these models would depend primarily on type

of data present.

4.8 Income Multiplier

rn Èhis sÈudy, an open model is used, that is, no induced effects

are measured. The reason for the use of an open model lies in the type

of i-ndustries expected to exist, at least in the beginning stages of the

complex. These wíll be "heavy" industría1 activities and not consumer

goods, hence, there should be no real direct línkage between the activity

matríx (i.e. industrial activity matrix) and Ëhe household secËor. The

ramification of this, of course, is that most of Ëhe consumer goods will

have to be imported into the region, at least, as stated above, in the

beginning stages.

rn determining the income multiplier effect for the various

commoditíes in the input side, rhe followíng formula was used:

M=;

where,

M

T

D
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T is found by utilízíng the Leontief Inverse and final dernand, as

descríbed earlier in this chapter, and is presented below:

f, = (r_A)_1 y

where X=grossoutput

Y = finald demand

I = identity matrix

A = matric of interindustry technical coefficient (línkage
coefficient (linkage coefficient matrix)

Thus, the first st.ep is to invert the difference between the identity

matrix (a square matrix with one's along the diagonal and all other enËries

being zero), and the backward lÍnkage coefficient matríx (Tab1e 16)."

The result is presented in Table 18. Clearly the total effect for each

commodity r"¡ould be the toÈ41 of each row multiplied by final demand. Final

demand was obtained from the Final Demand Matrix in the rnput-output

Structure of the Canadian Economy (796I-74). The column used was Final

Expenditure on GDP. Since the number of commodities beíng considered are

thirËy-six, only those same commodities rüere utilízed (as opposed to the

100 listed in the Final Demand Matrix). The values \¡lere converted from

million dollars expenditures into expendíËure percenËages. This ¡¿as done

by totalling the million dollar expendítures for the thirty-six commodities

and dividing this value into the respective índividual commodity

expendíËures, thus;

individual cornmodity expenditure on GDp
/"=

total of the thirty-síx commodity expendiËure on GDp.

*Since the ldentity Matrix is
clent matrix. Thus dummy variables
the latter. hfhen the dummy portíon
matrix, values of 1 r¿ere left along

a square, so must be the línkage coeffi-
comprísed of zero elements were added to
of A r.¡as subtracted from the identity
the diagonal and zero' s elsewhere.



Table lB

(t-a) -1 (rnpur j!d_e)
I

tJ¡-
I
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This quotient represented final demand for each of the commodities and was

multiplied r¿ith the sum of the rows of the inverted maËríx. This product

was divided by the direct effect resulting in the income multíp1íer for

the respective commodities. The dÍrect effect is obtained by summing the

rows of the backr¿ard linkage coefficient matrix.

In summary, the income multiplier is the total effect (obtained by

inverting the difference betvreen the ídentÍ.ty matrix and the backr¡ard

linkage coefficient matríx, Table 16, sumrnÍng each of the rows, multiplied

by final demand (obtained from the Final Demand Matrix in the Canadian

Input-output Table (1967-74) and converted into percenrage rerms) divided

by the direct effect (which ís the sum of eaeh of the rows Ín the backward.

linkage coefficienr matrix) .

The resultíng multipliers are lísted in Table 19 in rank order.

Since all the values ín each of the steps were b.onverted into percentage

terms, the income multiplier values can be seen as ind.exes rather Èhan as

representing a certain dollar value multiplíer. (This applies to all the

multíplíers).

The next step is to fínd a criËerion to delimit these industries.

One may suggest a minimum income mul.tiplier value. However, what could

this minimum 1ímit be? How could one justify that value? To overcome

Ëhis problem the commoditíes r./ere ranked from the largest multiplier

value to the lowest (as in Table 19) and whose value r¡/as then plotted

on a graph as in Figure 15. A 1íne r¿as drawn at the point where the

slope of the curve (joining all points) decreased (i.e. rlevelled off').

Industries below this line \rere regarded as having multipliers too 1or^/

to satisfy the, albeit arbitrary, minimum and v¡ere thus no longer included

ín Ëhe industrial complex. Hence, Table 20 lists the remaining commodities.
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Table 19

Input Income Multipliers

Ranked from Largest to Smallest

Commodity

2L. Appliances & Receivers, Household
28. Pharmaceuticals

25. Gas & Fuel Oí1

2. Iron Ore & Concentrates

33. Electric Por¿er

9. Lumber & Timber

34. Other Personal & Misc. Services
13. Printíng & Publishing
31. Repair & Construction
32. Pipeline Transportation
22. OËher Electrical products

36. Travel, Advertising & promotion

35. Operating, Office, Lab & Food

6. Non-metallic Minerals
15. Aluminum Products

76. Copper and its alloy products
3. OËher metal ores and concentrates

29. Other Chemical products
L2. Paper products

7. Services incidental to mining
11. Other wood and fabricated materials
26. Other petroleum and coal products
30. Scientific equipment

10. Veneer and plywood

77. OËher non-ferrous metal producËs

23. Cement and concrete
1. Forestry products

18. Fabricated Structural metal products
19. Other metal fabricated products
5. Crude mineral oils

U"U-+r1r._rJe!es

2 .632

r.470
r.387

.912

.908

.884

.602

.57 6

.503

.432

.380

.307

.292

,ao

.237

.zLB

.216

.2I5

.2r0

. 185

.136

.r34

.089

.058

.0s0

.045

.037

,027

.023

.013
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Table 20
Resídual Input Activities After Income Test

1. Appliances and Receivers, Households.

a) Domestie Equipment, Nes.

b) Small elecÈrical applíances, domestic
c) Space heater, heating stoves, etc.
d) Refrigerator, f.reezer, & comb., domestic
e) Gas ranges and electric stoves, domesËic

f) T.V., radio, record players.

2. Pharmaceuticals

3. Gasolíne and Fuel Oil
a) Aviation gasoline
b) Motor gasoline
c) Fuel oi1

4. Iron ore and Concentrates

5. Electric Power

6. Lumber & Timber

7, Other personal and misc. services
a) Repair servíce
b) Rental of office equipmenË

c) Laundry cleaníng and pressíng
d) Personal services
e) Photographic services
f) Service to buildings and dwellings
g) Rental of automobíIes and trucks
h) Trade associatíon dues

i) Rental of machinery and equipment including
constructíon machines

j ) GovernmenÈ goods and servíces
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Table 20 (conrinued)

B. Pri-nËing and Publishing

a) Newspapers, magazines and periodícals
b) Books, pamphlets, maps and pictures
c) Bank notes, bonds, drafts, etc.
d) Other printed matter
e) Specialized publishing service
f) Printing plates, set Èype, etc.

9. Repair Construction

10. Pipeline transportation

11. Other electrical products

a) Telephone and telegraph 1i-ne apparatus and equipment
b) Radio and TV broadcasting and transporËation eq.
c) Radar equipment and related devices
d) Elec. tubes & semi-conductors etc.
e) E1ec. equipment components

f) Interior sígnal, alarm and clock system
g) Pole line hardware

h) Welding machinery and equipment

i) Engines; marine, electric turbines
j ) Transformer and converters
k) Batteries
1) I,riire and cable insulated
m) Alum. wire and cable, not insulated
n) Enclosed safety switches, eÈc.

o) Electric light bulbs and tubes
p) Electric lighting fíxtures, etc.
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Table 20

12. Travel, Advertising and promotion

a) Travelling and entertainment
b) Advertising and promotion

13. Operating, Office, Lab and Food

a) Spare parts, and maint., supp1. mach., and eq.
b) Offiee suppl-íes

c) Cafetería supplies
d) Laboratory equipment and supplies
e) Purchased repaír service for machinery and equipment
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Included are also sub-commodities associated with each commodÍty. These

sub-commodities were found listed in the 1967-74 Input-Output Structure

of the Canadían Economy (Definítion of Cornmodity Segregation-M in terms

of L sequential Numbers, p. 4L). They can be interpreted as products

comprÍsing the commodity type.

rn order to compute Lhe varíous multiplíers on the output side

Ëhe same procedure r,¿as used. The forward linkage coefficient matrix
(Table 17) is exrended with the use of dummy variables to a 19 x 19

matrix v¡hich is subtracted from the idenËity matrix, inverted and Èhen

rnultiplied by Final-Demand. The product is Ëhen divided by the direcr
effect (rhe forward linkage coefficienr matrix, Table 17). The

multipliers are then ranked in order (as in Tabre 22) and d.elimited

t¿ith the same Procedure previously discussed. The remaíning commoditÍes

are listed in Table 23.

Any comparison between the income multiplÍers d.erived in this
study and Ëhose of other studies must be made with certain considerations

in mind. First of all, one must consider the degree of aggregation of
Ëhe data; what acÈivities \¡rere considered in the model and indeed the

model chosen and the degree of clos.ure of the model. Furthermore, Ëhe

fact that the model presented splits activities into two sections (input

and output side) also must be taken into consideration. Fina11y, the

regions studied obviously also must be taken into consideration. Bearing

Èhe above factors in mind when comparing this studyrs income multÍ-pliers

to those of Levittts in her study of Nova Scotia it r¡as found that several

of her top connoditíes income multipliers \,Jere also the onets with hÍgh

income multipliers in thís study. These included personal services and

sawmills and wood products.
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TabLe 22

Output fnput Multiplier

Corunodity

19. Non-Residential Construction

18. Resídential Construction

15. Other Transportation Equipment

14. Motor Vehical parÈs

6. Níckel Producrs

76. Appliances

5. Copper and Copper Alloy products

17. Other Electrical products

11. Agricultural Machinery

4. Aluminum Products

1. Iron Ores and ConcentraËes

L2. Other Industrial Machinery

B. Boilers, Tanks and plates

2. OËher Metal Ores and Concentrates

7. Other Non-ferrous Metal producÈs

9. Fabrícated Structural Metal products

10. Other MeÈal FabricaÈed products

Multiplier Value

L.204

.97 6

. 313

.304

.266

.17 4

.130

. 190

. 150

.084

.085

.072

.057

.051

.015

.007

.004
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Table 23

Residual Output Activities after fncome Test

1. Non-Residential Construction
a) Road-highway airstrip construction
b) Gas and oil facílity construcÈíon
c) Darns and irrígation projects
d) Raí1way telephone constructíon
e) Other engineering constructíon

2. Residential Construction

. 3. Other Transportation Equipment

a) AÍ_rcraf t, all types

b) Aircraft engines

c) Specialized aircraft equipmenË

d) Modificarion equipment

e) Locomotive, cars and Eenders, railway services
f) Self-propel cars

g) ParÈs and accessories for railway vo1l. stock
h) Shíps, boats, Military and Commercial

i) Sub-Assemblies, Parts etc. ships
j ) Shíp repairs
k) Snowmobile and mísc. non-motor vehicles
1) Pleasure & Sporting Craft

4. Motor Vehicle Parts
a) Bodies and Cabs for Trucks

b) Motor Vehicle Engines and Parts
c) Auxiliary electric equipment

d) Motor vehicle access. parts and assemblies
e) AutomoÈj-ve Hard\,laïe, eg. springs
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Employment Multipliers

rn computing employment multipliers for the input side, the Moore-

Peterson method r¿as used (described in I^1 .H. Miermykts tThe Elements of

Input-output Analysis'p. 53). The basis of this method is the use of

employmenË-producËion functions whích measure Èhe assocíation between

employment and production (outpuË) for each industry. To deËermÍne this
function a simple linear regression analysis is used to determíne the

slope of the line descríbing the relationship between employment and

productíon. That is to say, the slope of the lÍne in the regression

describing this relationship wíl1 indicate the degree to v¿hich a change

in employmenË will_ result in a change in production.

output statistics r.rere drarnm from "Real Domestie product by

Industry, L979" (produced by the SysËem of National Accounts and 'Employ-

ment' Earnings and hours, seasonally adjusted, January 7g6L- December 1-;977.r,

Table.24 dispLays the data obtaíned. The slopes derÍved after regressÍon

analysis ¡¡as used on each industry are presented in Table 25. The slopes

represent the direct effect of an increase in employment.

To calculate the total effect the inpuË linkage coefficients for

each of the industries (Table 16) are rnultiplied by the industryrs slope

parameËer. specifically, each of the commodities for each of Ëhe

industries in Table 16 ís multiplied by the slope parameter pertaining

to each of the specific industries. The results are added along each row.

A problem arises with the rows after sector 13 (Printing and publishing)

*Output values are indexes begínning at 100 in rg7r. Employment
values are indexes as we1l.



0utp
Emo.
Outp.
Emo.

Industry

Outp.
Emp.

Metal Mlnes

Outp.
Emp.

Non-metal mines
& quarrles

0utp.
Emo.

Services Inc.
to Mlníng

Table 24

Outp.
Emo.

hTood Indust

0utp.
Emp.

Primary Metal
Industrl-es

Outp.
Emp.

Metal Fabrlca-
ting Industries

Outp.
Emp.

,7I

Electrical pro-
ducts Industrles

100.0
106. 9

0utp.
Emp.

Non-metallÍc mi-
neral products i-nd.

100.
133.

Outp.
Emp.

Petroleum and
coal products ind

'72

0

100.0
207.8

Outp.
Emo.

0
6

96,L
L00.7 2

Chernlcal & Chem-
fcal Prod. Indust

100. 0
115. 9

0utp.
Emp.

99 .4
131. 5

Constructlon
Industry

100.
L2B.

t73

110.
220.

Elect, Power
Gas, 0ther Ut11ltíes

100.
13 0.

0
B

LO7 ,5
102.9

109.1
L2I.3

5

4

Operatíng, Offlce
Lab & Food

100. 0
134.1

0
9

I07.9
130.1

101. 7

L27 .8

t74

100.
113.

120. B

234.9

Source:

LOz.
133.

106.0
707.6

100. 0
105.8

0
6

L20.9
132 .8

108.
135.

9

3

L23.
140.

100.0
116 .3

1r3.2
130.4

Real Domestic Product by Industry, (L979)
Employment, Earníngs and Hours, seasonally adjusted,
January 1961 - December 1977.

t75

IO7 .7
IL7 .B

0
7

140,3
27 0.9

6
1

100. 0
115 .4

113. 5
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Table 25

Slope Values

Indus tries

Metal Mínes

Non-metal Mines and Quarries

Services Incidental to Mining

I^Jood

Primary Metal Industries

Metal Fabricating Industries

Electrícal Products

Non-metal Mineral Production

PeÈroleum and Coal Production Industries

Chemical and Chemical production fndustries

Constructi-on Industry

Electric Power, Gas, Other Util_iÈies

Operating, Office Lab and Food

Slope

.200

1.038

. 861

1.477

I.6l-9

L.279

.801

I.I92

7.577

1,.7 30

.510

L.636

.709
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sÍnce the identity elements along the diagonal were not multiplied by a

slope value, hence their inclusion'as-isr Ín the summing of the rows

would be misrepresenting the impacts. Therefore, each identity was

multiplied by an approximate slope va1ue. The slope value was determj-ned

according to the row r¡here the identíty value v¡as located. For example,

if the Ídentity value vùas on row 25 (Gasoline and Fuel Oil), then it was

nultiplied by the slope representing Petroleum and Coal productÍon

Industries.

once this problem vras overcome and each row i.Jas totared, the

resulting sum for each commodity (representing the Ëotal effect for each

comrnodity) was divided by the direct effect resulting in employment

rnultipliers for each commodity. The process ís summarized in Figure 17.

You will noËice that the formula for the employment multiplier is the

same used to calculate the income multiplier, i.e.

u=!
D

where, M = multiplier effect

T = toral effect (i.e. direcÈ and indirect)

D = direcË effect

The resultant input employment multipliers are presenÈed in Tabre 26.

Agaín, as wi-th the income rnultÍp1ier values, these are construed as

index values.

rn delimiting the activitíes accord.ing to minimum employment

multiplier requirements the same proeedure used in Ëhe income multÍplier
analysis was utilized. Figure 18 dísplays a graph showing the inpur

employment nultipliers for each commodíty in rank order. The cut off
point ís aÈ commodity 5. Thus the commodíties left are presenËed ín
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Figure 17

Suurnary of procedure

for determining employment multipliers

Industries

Slope Values

Industries

Linkage
Coefficíents

STEP 1.

Commoditieq

STEP 2.

Commodities

Cominodity

IndusEries

Linkage
Coefficient

X
Slope

+H

Each commodity comprísing Ehe
industries (i.e. columns) are
multiplied by the slope
representíng the industry.

Each row is added resulting
Ín the direcE and indirect
effect for each commodity.

The sum of each row (total
effect) is divided by the slope
(direct effect) to give the
employment multiplier for each
commodÍty.
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Table 26

Input Employment Multiplier in Rank Order

Þqu_9!_€¿

3 Other Metal Ores and Concentrates
2 Iron Ores and Concentrates

35 Operating Office Lab and Food

5 Crude Mineral Oils
6 Non-Metallic Minerals

36 Travel Advertising and promotion
'L4 Iron and Steel production

34 Other Personal and Miscellaneous Services
31 Repaír Construction
30 Scientific Equipment

19 Other MeÈal Fabricated products

10 Veneer and Plywood

13 Printing and publíshing

9 Lumber and Timber

33 Electric Pov¡er

16 Copper and Copper A11oy producÈion

26 Other Petroleum and Coal products

27 Industrial Cheml_cals

L7 Other non-ferrous Metal products

22 Other Electrical products

25 Gasolíne and Fuel Oil
7 Services IncidenËal to Mining

32 Pipelíne Transportation
18 Fabricated StrucËural Metal products

15 Aluminum ProducËs

20 Motor Vehical Parts
2I Appliances, Receivers, Household

Mulriplier

7.460

5.645

2.T47

I.7 42

r.352
1. 333

1. 333

1. 331

L.290

7.282

L.263

L.253

1. 188

I.752
r.724

1.103

r.094
1.087

1. 083

1. 080

7.07 2

1.070

1.068

1.059

r.046
1.034

L.029
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TabLe 26 (continued)

Industry

29 Other Chemical products

4 Coal

28 Pharmaceuticals

B Tires and Tubes

24 Other non-metallic Mineral parts
23 Cement and Concrete parts
12 Paper Products

1 Forestry Products

11 OËher Llood and Fabricated Material

Multiplier

1.008

.993

. 911

.855

.689

.632

. s34

.447

.409
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TabLe 27

Residual rnput Activities After Employment Test

l. OËher Metal Ores and Concentrates

a) Gold and Alloys in Primary Form

b) Radio-active Ores and Concentrates

c) Bauxite and .Alumína

d) Metal Ores and Concentrates

2, Iron Ores and Concentrates

3.5 Operating, Office Lab and Food

a) Spare parts, and maintenance, supplÍes,
machinery and equipment

b) Office Supplies

c) Cafeteria Supplies

d) Laboratory Equipment and Supplíes

e) Purchased Repair service for Machinery and Equipment

5. Crude Mineral Oils
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Table 27.

In calculating output employment rnultiplíers for the output side

the same procedure r¡as used. Table 28 displays the rank order for

employment multipliers on the output side while Figure 19 depicts in

graph form, output employment multipliers in ranked order. Finally

TabLe 29 lísts the connnodities fulfilling the minj-mum employment

mu1Ëiplier requirements.

Again, when comparing the results of Ëhis study with that of

Levittts the same considerations must be taken as mentioned v¡hen

comparing income multipliers. In this instance the Construction sector

as well as Transportation had high employment multipliers in both studies.*

4.I0 The_Indusr:ial Complex

The resultíng índustrial complex r¿hich derives from these

considerations is displayed in Figure 20. The commodity inputs and

outputs listed do not include their sub-commodities due Èo obvious lack

of space. Included in the input side are commodities such as Household

Appliances and Receívers, Other Metal Ores and Concentrates, Iron Ores

and Concentrates, Crude Mineral Oils etc. In the centre of the complex

are the basic mineral production activities including mi11ing, smelËing,

refining and fabricating. OutpuËs sËernming from these acËivíties are

Other Metal Ores and Concentrates, Other Metal Fabricated Products, Other

Industrial Machinery and so on.

*It is not being inferred that Nova Scotia and Northern Manitoba
are comparable, merely that regional impacÈ studies consístently
identify key sectors.
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Table 28

qry_lpyrent U"it¡ptiers (f.

Çe{*ggi!x

2 Other Metal Ores and Concentrates

10 Other Metal Fabricated products

77 Other Electrical products

\2 Other Indusrriai Machinery

79 Non-Residentía1 Consiruction

13 Motor Vehicles

18 Residential Construction

16 Appliances and Receivers, Household

3 lron and Steel products

1 Iron Ores and Concentrates

74 Motor Vehicle Parts

9 Fabricated Structural Metal products

5 Copper and Copper Al1oy products

11 Agricultural Machinery

15 Other Transportatíon Equipment

B Boilers, Tanks and plates

4 Aluminum Products

6 Nickel Products

7 Other Non-ferrous Metal products

Ygrl:l-l:er

9.760

2.0r7

7.966

I.B7 6

r.702

r.662

7.349

1.340

7 .327

7.325

1. 301

7.266

r.266

1.180

r.766

1.095

.97 3

. 613

.403
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Figure 19

Output (Forward) Employment Mulripliers
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Table 29

ResÍdua1 Output Activities After Employ.rnent Test

1. Other metal ores and concentrates
a) Gold and Alloys in primary Form

b) Radio-active Ores and Concentrates
c) Bauxite and Alumína

2. Other metal fabricated products
a) SËeel sheet and strip coated or fabricated
b) CulverË pípe, corrugated. metal
c) Metal pipes, fittings and sidings
d) Metal amings, ash cans, pails, etc.
e) Kitchen utensils
f) Contaíners and bottle caps of metal
g) Wire and wire rope, of steel
h) I^Iire fencing, screeníng and nettíng
i) Chains, eg. auto tire and power transmission
j ) Rods, v¡ire and electrodes , weldi-ng
k) Springs for upholstery and míscellaneous, vehicle
1) Bolts , nuts, screl^7s, washers, etc.
m) Builders I Hardr¿are

n) Fittings, furniture, cabinets and caskets
o) Basic hardware, res.
p) Cutting and farmíng tools
q) Measuring, edging, mechanics tool
r) Scissors, razol^ blades, Ind. cuÈter
s) Heating equipment, r{arm air ex, pípe, etc.
t) Unit and v/ater tank heaÈers, non-electric
u) Fuel burning equípment

v) Commercial appliances, cook and. warming food
¡v) Custom metal working
x) Forgíng of carbon and a1loy steel
y) Valves
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Table 29 (conrinued)

2.,) Pipe Fittings, not iron and steel-L-
,ù FÍre fighting and traffic control equipment
Z") Firearms and military hardwareJ

2,.) Collapsíble tubes and metals4

3. Other Electrical prod.ucts

a) Telephone and telegraph lines apparatus & equÍp.
b) Radio and TV broadcastíng and transportation equip.
c) Radar equípment

d) Electric tubes and semi-conductors etc.
e) Electric equípment components

f) Interior signal, alarm and clock system
g) . Pole 1i.ne hardware

h) I^Ieldíng machinery and equípment
í) Engines, marine, electric turbines
j ) Transformer and converters
k) Batteries
1) I,rIire and cable insulated
m) Aluminum wíre and cable! not insulated
n) Enclosed safety switches
o) Electric líght bulbs and tubes
p) Electric lighting fixtures etc.

4. Other Industrial Machinery

a) Mechanical power Trans, Equipment
b) Pumps Compressor and Blor¡ers, etc.
c) conveyors and escarator, elevator and hoist machinery
d) Industrial Trucks, tractors, trailers, etc.
e) Fans, air circulaEor and aÍr uníts
f) Pkg. mach. lub. equipment and other misc. mach.
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Tabl.e 29 (conrinued)

C) Industríal furnaces, kilns and ovens

h) Machinery, industrially specified and special purpose
i) Power driven hand tools
j ) Metal end products, res.
k) Refrigerator and air conditioners, equipment,

eg. household

1) Scales and Balances

m) Vending maehines

n) Office machínes and equipment

5. Non-resídential ConstrucËion

a) Road-highway airstríp construction
b) Gas and oil facility consËruction
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Figure 20

Commodity Inputs and QutpuÈs of the

Industrial Cornplex

Input.s

0u tpuÈ s

Appliances and Receivers, Household
Pharrnaceut Ícal
Gas and Fuel Oil
Iron Ore and ConcentraÈes
Electrlc Power
Lur¡ber and Timber
Other Personal and Misc. Servíces
Printing and Publishing
Repair and ConstrucÈlon
Pipeline Transportation
other ElecÈrica1 Products
Travel, Advertising and Promotion
Operating, Office Lab 6 Food

Other Metal Ores Ã Concenrrates
Iron Ores and Concentrates
Operating, OffÍce Lab & Food
Crude Mineral Oils

Other Metal Ores 6 ConcenÈretes
Other Metal Fabricated Prociucts
Other Electrical Products
Other IndustrÍa1 }lachinerl'
lìon-Residential Cons tructiol

lfilling,
Sme 1t ing,
Refining,
Fab ri cat ing
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Thus on the input side we find

associated wíth míneral production.

the use of other críterion, however,

study.

coromodities directly and Índirectly

They can be further delimited with

Èhis will not be attempted in this

In the centre we have the activities assocíated with mineral

producËion and which utilize Ëhe inputs. Obvíously, not all the inputs

can be directly uËilized by the activities (e.g. Household Appliances

and Receivers) although inputs such as Other Metal Ores and Concentrates

are. The activíty labe11ed Fabricating ís a general term and can apply

to Electrical ProducËs, Industrial Machinery etc. Líkewise, Smelting

and Refining applies to nickel copper and zinc eÈc.

Finally, on the output side are actívities again directly and

indirectly associaÈed \,üíth míneral production. These also cou1d. be

delimited v-þ other constraints, but again, this will not be done in

this study: âs has been mentioned previously.

several questions aríse when studying the complex. Firstly,

why is there tr¿o sections to both rhe input and output side? The reason

for this is that the right-hand commodities are those that passed the

mínimum employment requirement, whereas the left-hand consists of those

cornmodities fulfilling the minimum íncome multiplier requirement.

A1so, one may question some of the commodity inputs such as Household

Appliances and Receivers, pharmaceutícals, and Travel, Advertísíng and

Promotion. Indeed these could never be seen as direct inputs. However,

Ëhey can be vier¡ed as indirect inputs such as Operati-ng Offíce Lab an¿

Food. rn other r,¡ords, for example, pharmaceutical is included in the

input side not because it is a direcË input but because iÈ is required
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by labour (eg. first air materials). This also applies to Household

Appliances and Receivers.

Finally' one rnay question why Other Metal ores and Concentrates are

included in both the input and output side. The answer lies in the

fact that the activity can be regarded as an output since it may very

well be exported after just the milling stage.

4.77 Location of the Industrial Complex

Transportation of products out of northern Manitoba is primarily

done by trucking. According to a source in one of our national railways,

railway connections between the north and south are very weak and ind'eed

being focused on only a few centïes. Trucking, according to this

source' h/as the primary mode of freight Ëransportation and was primarily

done through one trucking fírm. When this firm was contacted the rate

sÈructure was then explained. rt ís based on 40,000 1b. units, with a

price being charged per hundred lbs. The prices vary only with origin
(or locatíon) and not by product, and are standard wíth all trucking

firms. Table 30 lists the various rates according to locatÍon.

Accordingly, due to Ehe fact that Snow Lake has the cheapest

freight rate' Ëhe industrial complex should be located there. One could

question this location due to the fact that other centres may have

offsettíng advantages such as capital and labour avaí1ability, cheaper

labour, and developed intrastructure. However, as mentioned earlier.

in this study, inherent advantages of one centre over another were dismissed

and only transportaÈion costs rùere considered.
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In addition, it musÈ be noted that even in terms of mi-nimum

Ëransportation costs, the pícture is not complete" There are several

other factors affecting transportation costs that have been omítted.

For example' one factor is the cost associated with accommodating an

increase in freight transport between the complex location and the south.

Obviously an industrial complex locaËed in Snow Lake would bring with it

a need for a roadway able to handle increased freight traffic both in

and out of the locaËion. However, the cost of such a roadway to Snow Lake

may be greater than to other centres. Thís obsËacle such as physical

constraÍnts may impede road consËructíon to snorv Lake, resultíng in

higher road construction costs. These obst.acles may not exist in other

locations thereby resulting in lower costs of construction to these

centres. Therefore, although Snow Lake has the cheapest freight rate,

the fact Ëhat road constructíon costs made to accommodate íncreased

traffíc may be so much greater than for any other centres as to offset

its initial advantage.

The above examples illustrates the fact that Ëo objectively locate

an industrial complex in terms of minímum transportatíon costs a complete

and detailed transportation cost analysis is required. This, however,

is not in the scope of this study, which confines itself to a simple

freight analysis and cautíonary proviso.
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Table 30

Freight Rates

(Based on 40 ,000 lb . contai"ners )

Location

Snow Lake

Thompson

Flin Flon

Lynn Lake

Price/100 lb. (g)

2.LO

2.27

2 .43

3.11
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CHAPTER 5

SUMÌ'ÍARY AND CONCLUS]ON

5.1 Sununary

The purpose of Èhis study \¡ras to identify a set of industries

which would be the most economically feasible for the norÈhern Manitoban

area. This required the use of an industrial complex analysis.

The research began with an identificat.ion of the region and

revier¿ed past government attempt.s aË its development. several poi.nts

were brought out. First, from a provincial aspect, the.review showed:

1. lack of consisËency in policy objectives

2. lack of government commitment to the norËh

3. resulting projects were of the short-term "make-work" type

4, lack of linkage between government and community bodies.

hlhile at the joint Federal-Provincial 1evel, it suggested:

1. very sma11 fundíng to resource and community development.

2. non-integrated, small-scale projects.

rt was seen that a more long*term integrated approach should be used,

hence, the industrial complex analysis.

Next a revíew of literature vras made to provide histori-cal

background to the topic as well as offering choice of technique. Tr¿o

bodies of liËerature v¡ere reviewed. Those that were analytícal and

those that attempted to determine an industrial complex r^rhích would be

feasible in an underdeveloped area. The laËter rvas of more importance
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Eo the study since its purpose \,üas of the same nature.

Important resources of Northern Manitoba were then identified

because they would form the basis for the industrial complex. These

were nickel, copper and zinc. Also associated r¿íth these metals were

gold and silver. Then a general discussion was made so as to understand

some of the production characteristics of this mineral base. The r¡ain

points discussed rtere the processes involved in mineral production, uses

of the refined products, the market characteristics and also how al-l

these related to Ëhe Manitoban situation.

The next step involved the construction of the indusÈrial complex

via Ëhe following criteria:

1. minimum strengLh of the linkage coefficient

2. minimum income requirement (in terms of income multipliers)

3. minimum employmenË requirements (in terms of employment
multipliers).

A location was then found for the resulting complex. Although

many factors could have been consídered (e.g. labour availability)

the only requirement \,ras the least cosË of transportation in terms of

freight rates. Hence, snow Lake was chosen as Ëhe industrial site.

5.2 Conclusíon

The study has iËs obvious shortcomings. First of a1l, it is

a temporal (optímum Ëiming of the entry of the ind.ustries is not discussed).

This could be done with the use of geometric programmÍng diseussed in the

literary review, however, the scope of this projecË would have to be

largely broadened to a1low such a study to be done.
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Secondly, tt" aggregate nature of the data causes great

misinterpretation of the results sínce commodities included in the

complex have within them commodities that should not have been entered.

For example, on the input (backward) síde, other Metal ores and their

Concentrates ís entered. However, this commodiÈy included radio active

ores and concentrates as well as bauxite and alumina. These should be

removed since they were not identified as one of the important resources

of the region. However, the data informatíon on Other Metal Ores and

concentrates íncludes radio-active ores and bauxite and alumina.

Thirdly, the aspatial naËure of the study due to the utilízat-íon

of Èhe national input-output table is in contradictíon to criticism

made of past studies. However, as had been previously discussed, the

underdeveloped nature of the study region required its use. Later

a spatial note'is introduced to a degree by use of a simple transport

analysis made to locate the complex. A1so, the use of rhe national

inpuÈ-output table in a regional context assumed that its technícal

coefficients will hold at that leve1; a stand that is questionnable.

FÍnatrly, the criËerion chosen for locating the industrial complex

is limiting since Lhere are several other factors (e.g. capital and

labour availability). However, again the scope of this project could

not have taken all factors into consideration.

Despite the above limitaËions, the study has positíve aspects

as well. First of all, its development role is ner¿ since iÈ not only

plans for new índustríes for an underdeveloped region, it also chooses

Èhose actívities best suiÈed for the area, given that region's resources.

rt also attempts to obtain índusËries Ëhat are greatly complementary

to each other (via linkage analysis) so that they can benefit from
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agglomeration economies .

Finally, the minimum income and employment rnultiplier requirements

ensures maximum benefits for the area ín terms of Íncome and employment.

Thus, despí-te its limitations, the sËudy is importanE sínce it
earmarks a ner,,r approach of selective industrial planning rather than
a ttcatch-all" approach indicatíve of previous deveropment policy. rt
r¿ill ensure a better chance for the industríes to be active, after
government subsidies are stopped, and they are lefE to face conditíons
of the business world alone.

' rn terms of costs an industrial comprex approach will surery be.

more expensive than, for example, tourism promotíon or simple mineral
extraction. However, as had been discussed in the very beginning of
this study, the potential benefits are greater. The obvious ramifications
of this must be a change in government aÈtitudes towards the norch. A

more long-term' integraËed approach is required, r¿hich would involve
inËerrelated actívities that could provide socíal benefits as a derivative
of theír economic and geographíc association. Hence, an industrial
complex analysís wíth its greater costs, cou1d, with great government

attention payed to it, have greater benefits possÍ-ble than previous

development attempts.

rn conclusion, this study reviewed past attempts at northern
development which revealed a need for a more integrated and long-Eerm

approach, hence an industríal complex analysis. Drawing from past st.udies,
iÈ aËtempted to develop its ovm model in determining an industrial complex

as well as its locatíon. Thus, in turn, this study offers an integrated
long-term approach to regional development as ¡,¡e11 as a framework that
can be expanded on.
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